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The first part of this volume is based on a course taught at Princeton University in 1961-62; at that time, an excellent set of notes was prepared by David Cantor, and it was originally my intention to make these notes available to the mathematical public with only quite minor changes. Then, among some old papers of mine, I accidentally came across a long-forgotten manuscript by Chevalley, of pre-war vintage (forgotten, that is to say, both by me and by its author) which, to my taste at least, seemed to have aged very well. It contained a brief but essentially complete account of the main features of classfield theory, both local and global; and it soon became obvious that the usefulness of the intended volume would be greatly enhanced if I included such a treatment of this topic. It had to be expanded, in accordance with my own plans, but its outline could be preserved without much change. In fact, I have adhered to it rather closely at some critical points. To improve upon Hecke, in a treatment along classical lines of the theory of algebraic numbers, would be a futile and impossible task. As will become apparent from the first pages of this book, I have rather tried to draw the conclusions from the developments of the last thirty years, whereby locally compact groups, measure and integration have been seen to play an increasingly important role in classical numbertheory. In the days of Dirichlet and Hermite, and even of Minkowski, the appeal to “continuous variables” in arithmetical questions may well have seemed to come out of some magician’s bag of tricks. In retrospect, we see now that the real numbers appear there as one of the infinitely many completions of the prime field, one which is neither more nor less interesting to the arithmetician than its p-adic companions, and that there is at least one language and one technique, that of the adeles, for bringing them all together under one roof and making them cooperate for a common purpose. It is needless here to go into the history of these developments; suffice it to mention such names as Hensel, Hasse, Chevalley, Artin; every one of these, and more recently Iwasawa, Tate, Tamagawa, helped to make some significant step forward along this road. Once the presence of the real field, albeit at infinite distance, ceases to be regarded as a necessary ingredient in the arithmetician’s brew, it
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goes without saying that the function-fields over finite fields must be granted a fully simultaneous treatment with number-fields, instead of the segregated status, and at best the separate but equal facilities, which hitherto have been their lot. That, far from losing by such treatment, both races stand to gain by it, is one fact which will, I hope, clearly emerge from this book. It will be pointed out to me that many important facts and valuable results about local fields can be proved in a fully algebraic context, without any use being made of local compacity, and can thus be shown to preserve their validity under far more general conditions. May I be allowed to suggest that I am not unaware of this circumstance, nor of the possibility of similarly extending the scope of even such global results as the theorem of Riemann-Roth? We are dealing here with mathematics, not with theology. Some mathematicians may think that they can gain full insight into God’s own way of viewing their favorite topic; to me, this has always seemed a fruitless and a frivolous approach. My intentions in this book are more modest. I have tried to show that, from the point of view which I have adopted, one could give a coherent treatment, logically and aesthetically satisfying, of the topics I was dealing with. I shall be amply rewarded if I am found to have been even moderately successful in this attempt. Some of my readers may be surprised to find no explicit mention of cohomology in my account of classfield theory. In this sense, while my approach to number-theory may be called a “modern” one in the first half of this book, it may well be described as thoroughly “unmodern” in the second part. The sophisticated reader will of course perceive that a certain amount of cohomology, and in fact no more and no less than is required for the purposes of classfield theory, hides itself in the theory of simple algebras. For anyone familiar with the language of “Galois cohomology”, it will be an easy and not unprofitable exercise to translate into it some of the definitions and results of our Chapters IX, XII and XIII; in one or two places (the most conspicuous case being that of the “transfer theorem” in Chapter XII, 3 5), this even makes it possible to substitute more satisfactory proofs for ours. For me to develop such an approach systematically would have meant loading a great deal of unnecessary machinery on a ship which seemed well equipped for this particular voyage; instead of making it more seaworthy, it might have sunk it. In charting my course, I have been careful to steer clear of the arithmetical theory of algebraic groups; this is a topic of deep interest, but obviously not yet ripe for book treatment. Partly for this reason, I have refrained from discussing zeta-functions of simple algebras beyond what was needed for the sake of classfield theory. Artin’s non-abelian L-func-
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tions have also been excluded; the reader of this book will find it easy to proceed to the study of Artin’s beautiful papers on this subject and will find himself well prepared to enjoy them, provided he has some knowledge of the representation theory of finite groups. It remains for me to discharge the pleasant duty of expressing my thanks to David Cantor, who prepared from my lectures at Princeton University the set of notes which reappears here as Chapters I to VII of this book (in many places with no change at .all), and to Chevalley, who generously allowed me to make use of the above-mentioned manuscript and expand it into.Chapters XII and XIII. My thanks are also due to Iwasawa and Lazard, who read the book in manuscript and offered many suggestions for its improvement; to H. Pogorzelski, for his assistance in proofreading; to B. Eckmann, for the interest he took in its publication; and to the staff of the Springer Verlag, and that of the Zechnersche Buchdruckerei, for their expert cooperation and their invaluable help in the process of bringing out this volume. Princeton,



May 1967.
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to the third edition



The text of the first edition has been left unchanged. A few corrections, references, and some brief remarks, have been added as Notes at the end of the book; the corresponding places in the text have been marked by a * in the margin. Somewhat more substantial additions will be found in the Appendices, the first four of which were originally prepared for the Russian edition (M.I.R., Moscow 1971). The reader’s attention should be drawn to the collective volume: J. W.S. Cassels and A. Frijhlich (edd.), Algebraic Number ITheory, Acad. Press 1967, which covers roughly the same ground as the present book, but with far greater emphasis on the cohomological aspects. Paris, June 1974
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No knowledge of number-theory is presupposed in this book, except for the most elementary facts about rational integers; it is useful but not necessary to have some superficial acquaintance with the p-adic valuations of the field Q of rational numbers and with the completions Q, of Q defined by these valuations. On the other hand, the reader who wishes to acquire some historical perspective on the topics treated in the first part of this volume cannot do better than take up Hecke’s unsurpassed Theorie der algebraischen Zahlen, and, if he wishes to go further back, the Zahlentheorie of Dirichlet-Dedekind (either in its 4th and final edition of 1894, or in the 3rd edition of 1879), with special reference to Dedekind’s famous “eleventh Supplement”. For similar purposes, the student of the second part of this volume may be referred to Hasse’s Klassenkbrperbericht (J. D. M. V., Part I, 1926; Part II, 1930). The reader is expected to possess the basic vocabulary of algebra (groups, rings, fields) and of linear algebra (vector-spaces, tensorproducts). Except at a few specific places, which may be skipped in a first reading, Galois theory plays no role in the first part (Chapters I to VIII). A knowledge of the main facts of Galois theory for finite and for infinite extensions is an indispensable requirement in the second part (Chapters IX to XIII). Already in Chapter I, and throughout the book, essential use is made of the basic properties of locally compact commutative groups, including the existence and unicity of the Haar measure; the reader is expected to have acquired some familiarity with this topic before taking up the present book. The Haar measure for non-commutative locally compact groups is used in Chapters X and XI (but nowhere else). The basic facts from the duality theory of locally compact commutative groups are briefly recalled in Chapter II, $5, and those about Fourier transforms in Chapter VII, 0 2, and play an essential role thereafter. As to our basic vocabulary and notations, they usually agree with the usage of Bourbaki. In particular, this applies to N (the set of the “finite cardinals” or “natural integers” 0, 1,2,. . .), Z (the ring of rational integers), Q (the field of rational numbers), R (the field of real numbers), C (the field of complex numbers), H (the field of “classical”, “ordinary” or “Hamiltonian” quaternions). If p is any rational prime, we write F, for the prime field with p elements, Q, for the field of p-adic numbers (the completion of Q with respect to the p-adic valuation; cf. Chapter I,
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9 3), Z, for the ring of p-adic integers (i.e. the closure of Z in Q,). The fields R, C, H, Q, are always understood to be provided with their usual (or “natural”) topology; so are all finite-dimensional vector-spaces over these fields. By F, we understand the finite field with q elements when there is one, i.e. when q is of the form p”, p being a rational prime and n an integer > 1 (cf. Chapter I, $1). We write R, for the set of all real numbers 2 0. All rings are assumed to have a unit. If R is a ring, its unit is written l,, or 1 when there is no risk of confusion; we write Rx for the multiplicative group of the invertible elements of R; in particular, when K is a field (commutative or not), K” denotes the multiplicative group of the non-zero elements of K. We write R: for the multiplicative group of real numbers >O. If R is any ring, we write M,(R) for the ring of matrices with n rows and n columns whose elements belong to R, and we write 1, for the unit in this ring, i.e. the matrix (Sij) with dij= 1, or 0 according as i=j or ifj. We write ‘X for the transpose of any matrix XEMJR), and tr(X) for its trace, i.e. the sum of its diagonal elements; if R is commutative, we write det(X) for its determinant. Occasionally we write M,,.(R) for the set of the matrices over R with m rows and y1 columns. If R is a commutative ring, and T is an indeterminate, we write R [ T] for the ring of polynomials in T with coefficients in R; such a polynomial is called manic if its highest coefficient is 1. If S is a ring containing R, and x an element of S commuting with all elements of R, we write R[x] for the subring of S generated by R and x; it consists of the elements of S of the form F(x), with FER[T]. If K is a commutative field, L a field (commutative or not) containing K, and x an element of L commuting with all elements of K, we write K(x) for the subfield of L generated by K and x; it is commutative. We do not speak of a field L as being an “extension” of a field K unless both are commutative; usually this word is reserved for the case when L is of finite degree over K, and then we write [L: K] for this degree, i.e. for the dimension of L when L is regarded as a vector-space over K (the index of a group g’ in a group g is also denoted by [g :g’] when it is finite; this causes no confusion). All topologies should be understood to be Hausdorff topologies, i.e. satisfying the Hausdorff “separation” axiom (“separated” in the sense of Bourbaki). The word “homomorphism”, for groups, rings, modules, vector-spaces, should be understood with the following restrictions : (a) when topologies are involved, all homomorphisms are understood to hr continuous; (b) homomorphisms of rings are understood to be “unitary”; this means that a homomorphism ofa ring R into a ring S is assumed to map 1, onto 1,. On the other hand, in the case of groups, homomorphisms are not assumed to be open mappings (i.e. to map open sets
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onto open sets); when necessary, one will speak of an “open homomorphism”. The word “morphism” is used as a shorter synonym for “homomorphism”; the word “representation” is used occasionally, as a synonym for “homomorphism”, in certain situations, e.g. when the homomorphism is one of a group into C ‘, or for certain homomorphisms of simple algebras (cf. Chapter IX, 9 2). By a character of a group G, commutative or not, we understand as usual a homomorphism (or “representation”) of G into the subgroup of C” defined by zZ= 1; as explained above, this should be understood to be continuous when G is given as a topological group. The words “endomorphism”, “automorphism”, “isomorphism” are subject to the same restrictions (a), (b) as “homomorphism”; for “automorphism” and “isomorphism”, this implies, in the topological case, that the mapping in question is bijective and bicontinuous. Occasionally, when a mapping f of a set A into a set B, both with certain structures (usually fields), determines an isomorphism of A onto its image in B, we speak of it by “abuse of language” as an “isomorphism” of A into B. In a group G, an element x is said to be of order n if n is the smallest integer B 1 such that x”=e, e being the neutral element of G. If K is a field, an element of K” of finite order is called a root of 1 in K; in accordance with a long-standing tradition, any root of 1 of order dividing it is called an n-th root of 1 in K; it is called a primitive n-th root of 1 if its order is n. Thus the n-th roots of 1 in K are the roots of the equation X” = 1 in K. If a, b are in Z, (a, b) denotes their g.c.d., i.e. the element d of N such that dZ=aZ+ bZ. If R is any ring, the mapping n+n. 1, of Z into R maps Z onto the subring Z.1, of R, known as “the prime ring” in R; the kernel of the morphism n+n. 1, of Z onto Z. 1, is a subgroup of Z, hence of the form m.Z with mEN; if R is not (0) and has no zero-divisor, m is either 0 or a rational prime and is known as the characteristic of R. If m=O, n+n.1, is an isomorphism of Z onto Z.l,, by means of which Z. 1, will frequently be identified with Z. If the characteristic of R is a prime p > 1, the prime ring Z. 1, is isomorphic to the prime field F,. We shall consider left modules and right modules over non-commutative rings, and fix notations as follows. Let R be a ring; let A4 and N be two left modules over R. Then morphisms of M into N, for their structures as left R-modules, will be written as right operators on M; in other words, if o! is such a morphism, we write it as m+ma, where mGM; thus the property of being a morphism, apart from the additivity, is expressed by r(ma) = (rm)a for all rE R and all me M. This applies in particular to endomorphisms of M. Morphisms of right R-modules are similarly written as left operators. This notation will be consistently used, in particular in Chapter IX.
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As morphisms of fields into one another are assumed to be “unitary” (as explained above), such morphisms are always injective; as we have said, we sometimes refer to a morphism of a field K into a field L as an or also as an embedding, of K into L. In part of this “isomorphism”, book, we use for such mappings the “functional” notation; beginning with Chapter VIII, Q3, where the role of Galois theory becomes essential, we shall use for them the “exponential” notation. This means that such a mapping 1 is written in the former case as x-+2(x) and in the latter case as x-+x’. If L is a Galois extension of K, and 1,~ are two automorphisms of L over K, we define the law of composition (1,~)-+,4~ in the Galois group g of L over K as being identical with the law (,$p)+jlop in the former case, and as its opposite in the latter case; in other words, it is defined in the former case by (ilp)x=,@x), and in the latter case by x~P = (x”)p. For instance, if K’ is a field between K and L, and h is the corresponding subgroup of g, consisting of the automorphisms which leave fixed all the elements of K’, the automorphisms of L over K which coincide on K’ with a given one ;1 make up the right coset Ah when the functional notation is used, and the left coset h2 when the exponential notation is used. When A, B, C are three additively written commutative groups (usually with some additional structures) and a “distributive” (or “biadditive”, or “bilinear”) mapping (a, b)-+ab of A x B into C is given, and when X, Y are respectively subgroups of A and of B, it is customary to denote by X. Y, not the image of X x Y under that mapping, but the subgroup of C generated by that image, i.e. the group consisting of the finite sums cxiyi with xieX and yieY for all i. This notation will be used occasionally, e.g. in Chapter V. For typographical reasons, we frequently write exp(z) instead of e’, and e(z) instead of exp(2rciz)=ezniz, for ZEC; ordinarily e(z) occurs only for ZER. Finally we must explain the method followed for cross-references; these have been inserted quite generously, with a view to helping the inexperienced reader; the reader is advised to follow them up only when the argument is not otherwise clear. Theorems have been numbered continuously throughout each chapter; the same is true for propositions, for lemmas, for definitions, for the numbered formulas. Each theorem and each proposition may be followed by one or several corollaries. Generally speaking, theorems are to be regarded as more important than propositions, but the distinction between them would hardly stand a close scrutiny. Lemmas are merely auxiliary results. Not all new concepts are the object of a numbered definition; all concepts, except those which are assumed to be known, are listed in the index at the end of the book, with proper references. Formulas are numbered only for purposes
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of quotation, and not as an indication of their importance. When a reference is given thus: “by prop. 2”, “by corollary 1 of th. 3”, etc., it refers to a result in the same 9; when thus: “by prop. 2 of Q2”, “by th. 3 of 5 3”, etc., it refers to another 0 of the same chapter; when thus: “by prop. 2 of Chap. IV-2”, it refers to proposition 2 of Chapter IV, 4 2. Numbers of Chapter and Qare given at the top of every page. A table of the most frequently used notations is given below, in the order of their first appearance.



Table of notations Chapter I. $2: mod,, mod,, mod,. 0 3: Ix],,, Ixlao, Q, =R, 1x1”, Q, (v=rational prime or 00). 0 4: K (any p-field), R, P, TC,q, ord,, ord, M ‘, M. Chapter II. 5 3 : 1+ P” (as subgroup of K x for n > 1). 0 5: (s,s*)~,



(g,g*),



G*, H,,
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[u,~‘], x, cd(x).



Chapter III. 5 1: (for a place u of an A-field k) [xl,, k,, rv, pv (for q”, see Chap. VII-l); cc (as a place of Q), wlu, E,= EO,k,, E”, d,, LX,. § 3 : End(E),



Tr.d,lk, N,,,



Trkglk, Nkflk.



Chapter IV. 0 1: P> Pm, k,(P)> k,, x, xv, Et,(PA E,, &A, d,,(p,4, 9 3: Au@), -@‘T, d,i(P>4X, I&. Q 4: k:, M, Q(P)=k,(P)“, Ql(P), E(P).
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I



Locally compact fields 0 1. Finite fields. Let F be a finite field (commutative or not) with the unit-element 1. Its characteristic must clearly be a prime p > 1, and the prime ring in F is isomorphic to the prime field F, = Z/pZ, with which we may identify it. Then F may be regarded as a vector-space over F,; as such, it has an obviously finite dimension f, and the number of its elements is q=pJ. If F is a subfield of a field F’ with q’=pf’ elements, F’ may also be regarded e.g. as a left vector-space over F; if its dimension as such is d, we have f’=df and q’=q*=p*f. THEOREM 1. All finite fields are commutative.



This theorem is due to Wedderburn, and we will reproduce Witt’s modification of Wedderburn’s original proof. Let F be a finite field of characteristic p, 2 its center, q=pf the number of elements of Z; if n is the dimension of F as a vector-space over Z, F has q” elements. The multiplicative group Fx of the non-zero elements of F can be partitioned into classesof “conjugate” elements, two elements x,x’ of Fx being called conjugate if there is YE Fx such that x’ = y- ‘xy. For each XE F ‘, call N(x) the set of the elements of F which commute with x; this is a subfield of F containing Z; if 6(x) is its dimension over Z, it has qacx)elements. As we have seenabove, n is a multiple of 6(x), and we have 6(x) < n unless XEZ. As the number of elements of Fx conjugate to x is clearly the index of N(x) x in F x, i.e. (q” - 1)/(q6’“’- l), we have



(1)



q”-l=q-l+~qn_l x qw



- 1’



where the sum is taken over a full set of representatives of the classesof non-central conjugate elements of F ‘. Now assumethat n> 1, and call P the “cyclotomic” polynomial n(T- 0, where the product is taken over all the primitive n-th roots of 1 in the field C of complex numbers. By a well-known elementary theorem (easily proved by induction on n), this has integral rational coefficients; clearly it divides (T”- l)/(Td-- 1) whenever 6 is a divisor of n other than n. Therefore, in (l), all the terms except q - 1 are multiples of P(q), so that P(q) must divide q - 1. On the other hand, each factor in the product P(q) = n (q - i) has an absolute value > q- 1. This is a contradiction, so that we must have n= 1 and F=Z.
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We can now apply to every finite field the following elementary result: LEMMA



1. If K is a commutative field, every finite subgroup of K x



is cyclic. In fact, let f be such a group, or, what amounts to the same, a finite subgroup of the group of all roots of 1 in K. For every n > 1, there are at most n roots of X”= 1 in K, hence in r; we will show that every finite commutative group with that property is cyclic. Let CIbe an element of r of maximal order N. Let /I be any element of r, and call n its order. If n does not divide N, there is a prime p and a power q=p” of p such that q divides n and not N. Then one verifies at once that the order of cr/P is the 1.c. m. of N and q, so that it is > N, which contradicts the definition of N. Therefore n divides N. Now X”= 1 has the n distinct roots &“ln in r, with 0 S i < n; as fi is a root of X”= 1, it must be one of these. This shows that a generates r. THEOREM2. Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 1. Then, for every f > 1, K contains one and only one field F = F, with q = pf elements; F consistsof the roots of X4=X in K; F ’ consists of the roots of X4- ’ = 1 in K and is a cyclic group of order q - 1. If F is any field with q elements, lemma 1 shows that F x is a cyclic group of order q - 1. Thus, if K contains such a field F, F ’ must consist of the roots of X4- ’ = 1, hence F of the roots of X4-X = 0, so that both are uniquely determined. Conversely, if q = pf, x-+x4 is an automorphism of K, so that the elements of K which are fixed under it make up a field F consisting of the roots of X4-X = 0; as it is clear that X4-X has only simple roots in K, F is a field with q elements. COROLLARY1. Up to isomorphisms,there is one and only one field with q = pf elements. This follows at once from theorem 2 and the fact that all algebraic closures of the prime field F, are isomorphic. It justifies the notation F, for the field in question. COROLLARY2. Put q = pf, q’ = pf’, with fa 1, f’> 1. Then F,, contains a field Fq with q elementsif and only if f divides f’; when that is so, F,, is a cyclic extension of Fq of degree f’/J; and its Galois group over F, is generated by the automorphism x-+x4, We have already said that, if F,, contains F,, it must have a finite degree d over F,, and then q’=qd and f’=df. Conversely, assume that f = df, hence q’ = qd,and call K an algebraic closure of F,.; by theorem 2, the fields F,, F,., contained in K, consist of the elements of K respectively
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invariant under the automorphisms a,/? of K given by x + x4, x + x4’; as b=ad, F,, contains F,. Clearly a maps F,, onto itself; if 50is the automorphism of F,, induced by a, F, consists of the elements of F,, invariant under cp,hence under the group of automorphisms of F,. generated by cp; this group is finite, since ‘pd is the identity; therefore, by Galois theory, it is the Galois group of F,. over F, and is of order d. COROLLARY 3. Notations being as in corollary 2, assumethat f’ = df: Then, for every n> 1, the elements of Fq., invariant under x+x4”, make up the subfield of F,, with qr elements,where r = (d, n).



Let K be as in the proof of corollary 2; the elements of K, invariant under x+x4”, make up the subfield F’ of K with q” elements; then F’nF,, is the largest field contained both in F’ and F,,; as it contains F,, the number of its elements must be of the form q’, and corollary 2 shows that r must be (d,n). 0 2. The module in a locally compact field. An arbitrary field, provided with the discrete topology, becomes locally compact; thus the question of determining and studying locally compact fields becomes significant only if one adds the condition that the field should not be discrete. We recall the definition of the “module” of an automorphism, which is basic in what follows. For our purposes, it will be enough to consider automorphisms of locally compact commutative groups. Let G be such a group (written additively), 2 an automorphism of G, and a a Haar measure on G. As the Haar measure is unique up to a constant factor, ;1 transforms a into ca, with CER; ; the constant factor c, which is clearly independent of the choice of a, is called the module of J. and is denoted by mod&). In other words, this is defined by one of the equivalent formulas (2) 44X))=mo40a(X),



Sf(~-‘(x))da(x)=modo(~)Sf(x)da(x),



where X is any measurable set, f any integrable function, and 0 < a(X) < + co, s fd a + 0; the secondformula may be written symbolically asda@(x)) = mod,(l) d a(x). If G is discrete or compact, the first formula (applied to X = {0}, X = G, respectively) shows that the module is 1. Obviously, if A, A’ are two automorphisms of G, the module of /z0A’ is the product of those of I and 1’. We shall need the following lemma: LEMMA 2. Let G’ be a closed subgroup of G, and A an automorphism of G which induces on G’ an automorphism A’ of G’. Put G”= G/G’, and call 1” the automorphism of G” determined by A modulo G’. Then:



mod,@)=mod,(~)mod,.(l”). In fact, it is well-known that one can choose Haar measures a,a’,a” on G, G’, G” so as to have, for every continuous function f with compact support on G:
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here I denotes the image of x in G”, and the function Sf(x + y)dcc’(y), which is written as a function of XEG, but is constant on the classes modulo G’ in G, is to be understood as a function of x on G” in the obvious manner. Applying I to both sides, one gets the conclusion of the lemma. Now, if K is any topological field, and aEKX, x-+ax and x+xa are automorphisms of the additive group of K; if K is locally compact, we may consider their modules. Similarly, if I/ is a topological left vectorspace over K, v + a u is an automorphism of V for every a EK ’ ; if V is locally compact, we may consider the module of this automorphism; this will be denoted by mod,(a); we also define mod,(O) to be 0. In other words, if p is a Haar measure on I/ and X any measurable subset of V with 0 0, there is an open neighborhood U of the compact set aX such that a(U)< a(aX) +E: let W be a neighborhood of a such that WX c U. Then, for all XE W we have mod,(x) 0, a E K such that 0 0, the set B, of the elementsx of K such that mod,(x) 0. Let N be an integer such that mod,(r)N ~up,,~mod,(x), so that B, 1 V; call X the closure of B, - V, and put m’ = inf xsXmod,c(x). Then 0+X and XcB,, so that, by prop. 2, X is compact; therefore 0 0, such that B, WC V-f(S), i.e. w h enever mod,(y) GE. Now take m>O, and take a~ K y wnf(S)=O such that 0 0. The mapping n -+ n . 1, of Z onto the prime ring Z . 1, of K is then an algebraic (not necessarily a topological) isomorphism, which can be extended to an isomorphism of Q onto the prime field in K; to simplify the language, identify the latter with Q by means of that isomorphism. From what we have found about F, it follows at once that mod, induces the function x+1x1: on Q; therefore, by corollary 1 of prop. 2, $2, the topological group structure induced on Q by that of K is the one determined by the distance function Ix-~1,. As the closure of Q in K is locally compact, hence complete for that structure, it follows that this closure is isomorphic to the completion Q, of Q for the valuation U. As the prime ring, hence also the prime field, are clearly contained in the center of K, the same is true of Q,. Now K can be regarded as a vector-space over Q,; as such, by corollary 2 of th. 3, $2, it must have a finite dimension 6, and we have, for every XEQ”, mod,(x)=modo,(x)“. To complete the proof, it only remains to be shown, in the case u= co, that mod,(m)= m for WEN, which is clear, and, in the case v=p, that modoJp)=p- ‘; this follows at once from the fact that Z, is a compact neighborhood of 0 in Qp, and that its image p. Z,, under x -+px, is a compact subgroup of Z, of index p, so that its measure, for any Haar measure CIon Qp, is p- i a(Z,). It will be convenient to formulate separately what has just been proved: COROLLARY.



In the case (b) of theorem 5, mod,(x) = 1x1:for XEQ,.



DEFINITION2. A non-discrete locally compact field K will be called a p-field if p is a prime and mod,(p. lK) < 1, and an R-Jield if it is an algebra over R. By lemmas 3 and 4 and th. 4 of § 2, the image P of K ’ under mod, is discrete when K is a p-field, so that such a field cannot be connected; this shows that a topological field is an R-field if and only if it is connected and locally compact. It is well known that there are no such fields except R, C and the field H of “ordinary” (or “classical”) quaternions; a proof for this will be included in Chap. 1X-4. 9 4. Structure of p-fields. In this section, p will be a prime and K will be a p-field with the unit element 1. THEOREM 6. Let K be a p-field; call R, R ’ and P the subsetsof K respectively given by



R= (xEKImod,(x)< l}, R” = {xEKJmodK(x)= P=‘(xEKlmodK(x)< l}.



l},
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Then K is ultrametric; R is the unique maximal compact subring of K; R” is the group of invertible elements of R; P is the unique maximal left, right or two-sided ideal of R, and there is rc~P such that P = I-CR= R rc. Moreover, the residual ,field k= R/P is a finite field qf characteristic p; if q is the number of its elements,the image P of K X in RT under mod, is the subgroup of R; generated by q; and mod,(z) ‘4-l. The set R is the same as the one previously denoted by B, ; it is compact, and so is Rx. By th. 5 of 5 3, mod, is d 1 on the prime ring of K; therefore, by lemma 4 of !J3, K is ultrametric. This, by th. 4 of 5 2, is the same as to say that R + R = R; as R is obviously closed under multiplication, it is a ring. Clearly every relatively compact subset of K which is closed under multiplication is contained in R; therefore R is the maximal compact subring of K. The invertible elements of R are those of R”. By th. 4 of Q2, P is a discrete subgroup of R; ; let y be the largest element of f which is < 1, and let ZE K ’ be such that mod,(z)= y. Clearly y generates P; therefore, for every XE K x, there is one and only one neZ such that mod,(x) = y”; then xzpn and n-“x are in R ‘. It is clear that P = rcR = R rcn;this implies that P is compact. As R-P = R x, P has the maximal properties stated in our theorem. As R is a neighborhood of 0, and R = R + R, R is open; so is P; as R is compact, k = R/P is finite. As p. 1EP, the image of p. 1 in k is 0, so that k is of characteristic p; if it has q elements, q is the index of P = rcR in the additive group of R. Therefore, if CIis a Haar measure on K, a(R) = qa(n R), hence mod,(rc) = q- ‘. This completes the proof. DEFINITION 3. With the notations of theorem 6, q will be called the module of’ K; any element TCof K ’ such that P = n R = R 71will be called a prime elementof K. For any XE K x, the integer n suchthat mod,(x) = q-” will be denoted by ord,(x). For each nE Z, one writes P”= I? R = R 7~“.



We will write ord(x), instead of ord,(x), when there is no danger of confusion. We also put ord(O)= + co; then P” is the set of the elements x of K such that ord(x) > n. With these notations, we can state as follows some corollaries of theorem 6 : COROLLARY



1. Let (x0,x,, . ..) be any sequencewith the limit 0 in K.



Then the series+xmxiis commutatively convergent in K. 0



For each n EN, put E,= SUpi, nmod,(xi). Our assumption means that lime,=O. Let now S, S’ be two finite sums of terms in the series C xi, both containing the terms x0,x1, . .. , x, and
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,possibly some others. The ultrametric inequality gives mod,@ -S’) < E,. The conclusion follows from this at once (the “filter” of finite sums of the series 1 xi is a “Cauchy filter” for the distance-function mod,(x - y)). C~R&ARY 2. Let 5 be an element of P, other than 0; put n=ord(& and let A be a full set of representatives of the classes modulo P” in R. Then, for all VEZ, every XEP”” can be expressed in one and only one way in the form Cm



with aiE A for all i Z v.



Writing x=x1(’ with x’ER, we see that it is enough to deal with the case v = 0. Then one sees at once, by using induction on N, that one can determine the aiE A in one and only one way by the condition x-



for N=O,l,



,f ait’ i=O



(pncN+



‘))



. . . This is equivalent with the assertion in our corollary.



COROLLARY 3. Every automorphism of K (as a topological fieldi maps R onto R, P onto P, and has the module 1 when it is viewed as an automorphism of the additive group of K. COROLLARY 4. For every aE Kx, the automorphisms x-txa of the additive group of K have the same module.



x -+ax



and



This follows at once from corollary 3, applied to the automorphism - ’ xa. As the same fact is easily verified for the field H of “ordinary” quaternions, it holds for all locally compact fields. x+a



COROLLARY 5. Let K be a commutative p,field, and K’ a division algebra over K. Then K’ is a p-field; every automorphism of K’ over K in the algebraic sense is a topological automorphism; and, tf R and R’ are the maximal compact subrings of Kand of K’, and P and P’ are the maximal ideals in R and in R’, then R= KnR’ and P= KnP’.



Regarding K’ as a finite-dimensional vector-space over K, we provide it with its “natural” topology according to corollary 1 of th. 3, 9 2. As this is unique, it is invariant under all K-linear mappings of K’ onto itself, and in particular under all automorphisms of K’ over K. Identifying K, as usual, with the subfield K. 1,. of K’, we see that K’ is not discrete. By corollary 2 of th. 3,§ 2, and th. 5 of4 3, it is a p-field. The rest is obvious. COROLLARY 6. Assumptions and notations being as in corollary 5, call q and q’ the modules of K and of K’, respectively; let 7t be a prime
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element of K, and put e = ord,.(n). Then q’ = q’, where f is an integer 2 1, and the dimensionof K’ over K is ef



Put k = R/P and k’ = R’IP’; in view of the last assertion of corollary 5, we may identify k with the image of R in k’= R’/P’; if then f is the degree ofk’ over k, we have q’= qf. Now apply corollary 2.of th. 3,§ 2, to mod,(z) and to mod,,(n); we get the result stated above. The last corollary shows in particular that ordK,(n) is > 1 and is independent of the choice of the prime element n in K. This justifies the following definition: DEFINITION 4. Let assumptions and notations be as in corollaries 5 and 6 of theorem 6. Then e is called the order of ramification of K’ over K, and f the modular degree of K’ over K; K’ is said to be unramified over K tf 1’= 1, and to befully ramiJied over K if f = 1, PROPOSITION 4. Let K be a commutative p-field; let K’ be a fully ramified division algebra of finite dimension over K; let R, R’ be the maximal compact subrings of K and of K’, respectively, and let n’ be a prime element of K’. Then K’=K(x’), R’=R[z’], and K’ is commutative.



Let P, P’ be the maximal ideals in R and in R’, respectively, and let A be a full set of representatives of the classes modulo P in R. As K’ is fully ramified over K, corollaries 5 and 6 of theorem 6 show at once that A is also a full set of representatives of the classes modulo P’ in R’. Applying corollary 2 of th. 6 to K’, R’, P’ and A, and to e =n’, we see e-1



that the elements of R’ of the form 1 ain”, with a,eA for 06 i 1, while those of characteristic 0 are given by theorem 5 of 9 3; they are R, C and the finite algebraic extensions of the fields Qp, for all p. Using the same idea as in the proof of theorem 8, we give now one more result for the non-commutative case. PROPOSITION 5. Let K be a p-field, commutative or not, with the maximal compact subring R. Then the center K, of K is a p-field; if d
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is the modular degree of K over K,, its order of ramification over K, is also d, and its dimension over K, is d2; it contains a maximal commutative subfield K 1 which is unramified and of degree d over K,. Moreover, if K 1 is such, and if R, is its maximal compact subring, K has a prime element TC with the following properties: (a) red is a prime element of K,; (b){l,...,xd-l } is a basis of K as a left vector-space over K, , and generates R as a left RI-module; (c) the inner automorphism x + 7c- ’ x TCof K induces on K, an automorphism CIwhich generates the Galois group of K, over K,. Let notations be as in theorems 6 and 7; choose M and n as in theorem 7, and apply corollary 2 of th. 6 to rr and M; this shows that, for every nE Z, each XE P” can be uniquely written as



with ,U~EM for all i > n. Therefore an element of K is in the center ,ofK if and only if it commutes with rc and with every element of M f or, what amounts to the same, with some generator of the cyclic group M “). As x-71 -I xrc induces a permutation on M, some power of it must induce the identity on M; this amounts to saying that there is v > 0 such that rr” commutes with every element of M. Then K, contains rc’” for all nE Z; this proves that it is not discrete; as it is clearly closed in K, it is locally compact; if now we consider K as a vector-space, hence an algebra, over K,, we see, by corollary 2 of th. 3,§ 2, that it has a finite dimension over K,; corollary 5 of th. 6 shows then that K, is a p-field. Call 4 the module of K,, d the modular degree of K over K,, and K, the field generated over K, by M, or, what amounts to the same, by any generator of the cyclic group Mx; as Mx is of order qd- 1, such a generator is a primitive (qd - l)-th root of 1, so that, by corollary 3 of th. 7, K, is unramified of degree d over K,. As x + n:-I xrc induces a permutation on M, c1 of K, and the identity on K,, it induces on K, an automorphism over K,. An element of K, commutes with all the elements of M; it commutes with rc if and only if it is invariant under a; in other words, the elements of K, which are invariant under CI are those of K,, so that CI generates the Galois group of K, over K,; it is therefore of order d, so that, as we have seen above, red is in K,, and rcy is not in K, unless v is a multiple of d. Now take XE K and ,ULEMx ; write x in the form (5). Then we have



where we have put



22 In this last formula, M ‘, so that ,u: is in x EK, this shows that if & = pi for all i. Now or rci commutes with M x if and only if xi proved above, this is of d; we have then
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the last factor on the right-hand side belongs to M. In view of the unicity of the expansion (5) for x = p- ’ xp, i.e. that x commutes with ~1,if and only clearly, for each i, pf = pi if and only if either pi = 0 p. Consequently, x commutes with all elements of does so whenever pi#O. In view of what has been so if and only if pi=0 whenever i is not a multiple x = 1 ,u&cd)‘. I



As x~EK,, x is then in the closure of K,, hence in K, itself, which is therefore a maximal commutative subfield of K. It is also clear now, in view of (5) and of the unicity of (5), that { 1, n, . . . , red- ‘} is a basis of K as a left vector-space over K,, that it generates R as a left R,-module, and that redis a prime element of K,, hence also of K, since it lies in K,. As this implies that the order of ramification of K over K, is d, it completes the proof. Notations being as in proposition 5, let cp be the Frobenius automorphism of K, over K,; as this also generates the Galois group of K, over K,, we must have cp= a’, with r prime to d and uniquely determined modulo d. It will be shown in Chapter XII that, when K, is given, d and r may be chosen arbitrarily, subject to these conditions, and characterize the structure of the division algebra K uniquely; in other words, two division algebras of finite dimension over K,, with the center K,, are isomorphic if and only if they have the same dimension d2 over K,, and the integer r has the same value modulo d for both. We conclude this Chapter with a result about the maximal compact subrings in p-fields. We recall that, if R is any commutative ring, and x an element of a ring containing R, x is called integral over R if and only if it is a root of some manic polynomial over R, i.e. of some polynomial with coefficients in R and the highest coefficient equal to 1. PROPOSITION 6. Let K be a p-field and K, a p-field contained in the center qf K; let R, R, be the maximal compact subrings of K and of K,. Then R consists of the elements of K which are integral over R,,. Let x be in K and integral over R,; this means that it satisfies equation x”+a,x”-‘+ ... +a,=0 with aiE R, for 1< i < n. Assume that x is not in R, i.e. that ord,(x) Then x # 0, and we have 1= -a,~-‘_



... -a,x-“;



an



< 0.
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ideal P of



R, so that 1 EP, which is absurd. Conversely, let x be any element of R.



By corollary 2 of th. 3,s 2, K has a finite dimension over K,; therefore, if we put K’ = K,(x), this is a commutative field and a finite extension of K,. Call F the irreducible manic polynomial, with coefficients in K,, such that F(x) = 0; in some algebraic closure of K’, call K” the field generated over K, by all the roots of F, so that F splits into linear factors in K”. As K’, K” are finite extensions of K,, they are p-fields; call R’, R” their maximal compact subrings. Then R’ = K’nR = K’n R”; as x is in R, it is in R’ and in R”. As F is irreducible, every root x’ of F in K” is the image of x under some automorphism of K” over K,; as such an automorphism maps R” onto R”, all such roots are in R”. Therefore all the coefficients of F are in R”; as they are in K,, they are in R,. This completes the proof. If K is commutative, proposition 6 may be expressed by saying that R is the integral closure of R, in K.



Chapter II



Lattices and duality over local fields 0 1. Norms. In this 9 and the next one, K will be a p-field, commutative or not. We shall mostly discuss only left vector-spaces over K; everything will apply in an obvious way to right vector-spaces. Only vector-spaces of finite dimension will occur; it is understood that these are always provided with their “natural topology” according to corollary 1 of th. 3, Chap. I-2. By th. 3 of Chap. I-2, every subspace of such a space I’ is closed in I! Taking coordinates, one sees that all linear mappings of such spaces into one another are continuous; in particular, linear forms are continuous. Similarly, every injective linear mapping of such a space I/ into another is an isomorphism of I’ onto its image. As K is not compact, no subspace of I/ can be compact, except (0). DEFINITION 1. Let V be a lef vector-space over the p-field K. By a K-norm on V we understand a function N on V with values in R,, such that: (i) N(u)=0 if and only if u=O; (ii) N(xu)=mod,(x)N(u) for all XE K and all VE V; (iii) N satisfies the ultrametric inequality N(u + w) d sup(N(W’W)) (1) for all 0, w in V On K”, one defines a K-norm N, by putting N,(x) = (mod,(x,)) for all x=(x1, . . . , x,) in K”. As every vector-space suPl GiQn of finite dimension over K is isomorphic to a space K”, this shows that there are K-norms on all such spaces. One can obviously use any K-norm on V in order to topologize V, by taking N(v - w) as distance-function. PROPOSITION 1. Let V be a left vector-space of finite dimension over the p-field K. Then every K-norm N on V defines the natural topology on V In particular, every such norm N is continuous, and the subsets L, of V defined by N(u) d r are compact neighborhoods of 0 for all r>O. As to the first assertion, in view of corollary 1 of th. 3, Chap. I-2, we need only show that the topology defined by N on V makes V into a topological vector-space over K. This follows at once from the inequality N(x’u’-xv)
O. Now, for any s>O, take aeKX such that mod,(a) < r/s; then, as one seesat once, L, is contained in a- 1L,; therefore it is compact. COROLLARY 1. There is a compact subset A of V-(O) tains somescalar multiple of every v in V- (0).



which con-



Call 4 the module of K, and take a K-norm N in I! If 71is a prime element of K, we have mod,(n)= q- ‘, by th. 6 of Chap. I-4, hence N(?u) = q-“N(v) for all nEZ and all VE V. Let A be the subset of V defined by q-l < N(v) < 1; by proposition 1, it is compact; and, for every v#O, one can choose nEZ so that rc’v~A. Corollary 1 implies the fact that the “projective space” attached to V is compact. COROLLARY 2. Let cp be any continuous function on V- {0), with values in R, such that q(av)=q(v) f or all aEKX and all VEV- (0). Then cpreaches its maximum at somepoint v1 of V- (0).



In fact, this will be so if we take A as in corollary 1 and take for v1 the point of A where cpreaches its maximum on A. COROLLARY 3. Let f be any linear form on V, and N a K-norm on V. Then there is v, f0 in V, such that



N(v)- ’ mod,(f (v)) G NV,)(2) for all v#O in I/:



’ moddf (vl))



This is a special case of corollary 2, that corollary being applied to the left-hand side of (2). If one denotes by N*(f) the right-hand side of (2), then N*(f) is the smallest positive number such that mh(f



(v)) d N*(f).



N(v)



for all VE y and f+ N*(f) is a K-norm on the dual space of K i.e. on the right vector-space made up of the linear forms on V (where the addition is the obvious one, and the scalar multiplication is defined by putting (fa)(v)=f(v)a when f is such a form, and aEK). By a hyperplane in I/: one understands a subspace of V of codimension 1, i.e. any subset H of V defined by an equation f (v)=O, where f is a linear form other than 0; when H is given, f is uniquely determined up to a scalar factor other than 0. Now, if (2) is valid for all v # 0, and for a given norm N, a given linear form f # 0 and a given vl # 0, it remains so if one replaces f by fa, with aEK ‘, and vl by bv, with bEK”; in other words, its validity for all v#O depends only upon the hyperplane H defined by f =0 and the subspace W of V generated by v,; when it holds for all v # 0, we shall say that H and W are N-orthogonal to each other.
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PROPOSITION 2. A hyperplane H and a subspace W of V of dimension 1 are N-orthogonal if and only if V is the direct sumof H and W and N(h+w)=sup(N(h),N(w)) for all heH and WEW.



Let H be defined by f (0) = 0, and assume first that H and W are N-orthogonal. Then (2) is satisfied if one replaces u1 in it by any WE W other than 0. This implies that f(w) is not 0, for otherwise f would be 0; therefore V is the direct sum of H and IV Now replace u in (2) by h + w with hEH; as f(h+w)=f(w)#O, (2) gives N(h+w)>N(w). Applying the ultrametric inequality (1) to h = (h + w) + (- w), we get N(h) < N(h + w); applying it to h+ w, we get the formula in our proposition, for w#O; as it is trivial for w = 0, this proves the necessity of the condition stated there. Now suppose that V is the direct sum of H and W; take any v#O, and write it as u = h + w with hE H and WE W, so that f (0) = f (w). If w # 0 and N(h + w) > N(w), then we have NW



’ mod,(f (u)) Q N(w)- ’ mod,(f (w)).



As the right-hand side does not change if we replace w by any generator u1 of W, this shows that (2) holds for any such u i, and any u not in H. For UE H, i.e. w =O, it holds trivially. This completes the proof. Accordingly, we shall also say that two subspaces I”, V” of V are N-orthogonal to each other whenever V is the direct sum of I” and I”: and N(u’ + u”) = sup(N(u’), N(u”)) for all U’E V” and all U”E V”. PROPOSITION3. Let V be of dimension n ouer K, and let N be a K-norm on V Then there is a decomposition V= VI + .*. + V, of V into a direct sumof subspacesJ$of dimension 1, such that N(x Vi)= sup, N(ui) whenever U,Ev for 1 < i < n. Moreover, if WI = r/: W,, .. ., W, is a sequence of subspacesof V such that W is a subspaceof VP- 1 of codimension1 for 2 Q i < n, then the & may be so chosenthat Wi = K + ... + V, for all i.



This is clear for n = 1. For n > 1, use induction on n. By corollary 3 of prop. 1, we may choose u1 so that the space VI generated by ui is Northogonal to Wz; then, by prop. 2, N(u; + w2) = sup(N(u;), N(wZ)) whenever u; E VI, w2 E W, . Applying the induction assumption to the K-norm induced by N on W,, and to the sequence W,, . . . . W,, we get our result. COROLLARY.To every subspaceW of V, there is a subspaceW’ which is N-orthogonal to W.



Take a sequence WI, . . . , W,, as in proposition 3, such that W is one of the spaces in that sequence, say Wi. Take the & as in proposition 3. Then the space IV = VI + ... + VP i is N-orthogonal to W PROPOSITION4. Let N, N’ be two K-norms in V. Then there is a decomposition V= VI + ... + V, of V into a direct sum of subspacesJ$ of
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dimension 1, such that N(C vi) = supiN whenever USEv for 1~ i < n.
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and N’(x ui) = supiN’



For n= 1, this is clear. For n> 1, use induction on n. Applying corollary 2 of prop. 1 to cp= N/N’, we get a vector or # 0 such that N(u)N’(u)- ’ Q N(u,) N’(u,)- l for all u # 0; call Vi the spacegenerated by vi. By the corollary of prop. 3, there is a hyperplane W which is N-orthogonal to Vi ; then, if f= 0 is an equation for w we have N(u)- ’ mo4JfW) for all u # 0. Multiplication



6 N(uJ



’ moddf(ud



of these two inequalities gives



N’(u)- l mod,(f(u))



< N’h-



’ mod,(f(u,)),



which means that W is N’-orthogonal to V, . Applying now prop. 2 to N, V, and W, and also to N’, V, and W, and applying the induction assumption to the norms induced by N and N’ on W, we get the announced result. One should notice the close analogy between propositions 3 and 4, and their proofs, and the corresponding results and proofs for norms defined by positive-definite quadratic forms in vector-spaces over R, or hermitian forms in vector-spaces over C or H. For instance, prop. 4 corresponds to the simultaneous reduction of two quadratic or hermitian forms to “diagonal form”. 0 2. Lattices. In this section, K will again be a p-field, and we shall use the notations introduced in Chapter I. In particular, we write R for the maximal compact subring of K, P for the maximal ideal in R, q for the module of K, and rc for a prime element of K. For neZ, we write P” = 71”R = R rc”. We shall be concerned with R-modules in left vector-spaces of finite dimension over K; if V is such a space, an R-module in V is a subgroup M of V such that R.M=M. PROPOSITION 5. Let V be a left vector-space of finite dimension over K. Let M be an R-module in V, and call W the subspace of V generated by M ouer K. Then M is open and closed in W; it is compact if and only if it is finitely generated as an R-module.



Let ml, . . . . m, be a maximal set of linearly independent elements over K in M; they make up a basis of W over K. By th. 3 of Chap. I-2, the set Rm, + ... + Rm, is an open subgroup of W; as both M and W-M are unions of cosets with respect to that subgroup, they are both open. If M is compact, it is the union of finitely many such cosets and therefore finitely generated; the converse is obvious.
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On the other hand, in view of corollary 2 of th. 6, Chap. I-4, a closed subgroup X of I/ satisfies R . X=X if and only if rcX c X and a X c X for every a in a full set A of representatives of R/P in R. In particular, if q = p, i.e. if R/P is the prime field, we may take A = (0, 1, .. , p - 11, and then aX c X for all SEA, so that X is then an R-module if and only if rr XcX. In the case K = Q,, we may take rc=p, and then every closed subgroup of I/ is a Z,-module. In K itself, viewed as a left vector-space over K, every R-module, if not reduced to {0}, is a union of setsP”, and thus is either K or one of these sets. DEFINITION 2. By a K-lattice in a left vector-space V of finite dimension over K, we understand a compact and open R-module in V.



When no confusion can occur, we say “lattice” instead of K-lattice. If L is a p-field contained in K, every K-lattice is an L-lattice; the converse is not true unless L = K. Clearly, if L is a lattice in V, and W is a subspace of V, L nW is a lattice in W; similarly, if f is an injective linear mapping of a space V into K f-‘(L) is a lattice in V; if f is a surjective linear mapping of V onto a space I/“, f(L) is a lattice in V. If N is a K-norm in v the subset L, of V defined by N(v) < r is a K-lattice in V for every r > 0. In fact, (iii), in def. 1 of 4 1, together with (ii) applied to x= - 1, shows that it is a subgroup of E then (ii) shows that it is an R-module, and prop. 1 of 0 1 shows that it is a compact neighborhood of 0 in v hence open since it is a subgroup of r This has a converse; more generally, we prove : PROPOSITION



6. Let M be an open R-module in V; for every VE V, put N,(v) = infxtKX ,xveMmod,(x)-



‘.



Then the function N, on V satisfies conditions (ii) and (iii) in definition 1 of 5 1, and M is the subsetof V defined by N,(v) < 1; N, is a K-norm if and only if M is a K-lattice in V For aEKX, we have x,av~M if and only if x=ya-’ with yv~M; this gives N,(av) = mod,(a) NM(v); as N,(O)=O, this is also true for a=O. Therefore N, satisfies (ii) of def. 1. For each VE r/; call M, the set of the elements x of K such that x VEM; as this is an open R-module in K, it is either K or a set P” with some neZ. If M,= K, N,(v) =O; if M,= P”, we have x VEM if and only if mod,(x) d q-“, so that N,(v) = q”. In particular, we have N,(v) < 1 if and only if M, 1 R, hence if and only if VEM. Let v, w be in V and such that NM(v) 3 N,(w); then M,cM,, so that XVEM implies x WEM, hence also x(v+ w)EM; therefore M,+,I> M,,



D2.
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hence N,(u + w) < N,(u); this proves (iii) of def. 1. Finally, M is a K-lattice if and only if it is compact, and N, is a K-norm if and only if N,(v) > 0 for all v # 0, i. e. if and only if M, # K for u # 0. By prop. 1 of 4 1, if N, is a K-norm, M is compact. Conversely, assume that M is compact, and take u#O; then M, is the subset of K corresponding to (Ku)nM under the isomorphism x+xv of K onto Ku; therefore M, is compact and cannot be K. This completes our proof. COROLLARY 1. An open R-module M in V is a K-lattice if it contains no subspace of V other than 0.



if and only



It has been shown above that, if M is not compact, NM cannot be a K-norm, so that there is u # 0 in V such that N,(v) = 0, hence M, = K, i.e. Ku c M. Conversely, as every subspace of r/; other than 0, is closed in V and not compact, no such subspace can be contained in M if M is compact. COROLLARY 2. Let M be an open R-module in V; let W be a maximal subspace of V contained in M, and let W’ be any supplementary subspace to W in V Then Mn W’ is a K-lattice in W’, and M =(MnW’)+ W The first assertion obvious.



is a special case of corollary



1; the second one is



Proposition 6 shows that every K-lattice in V may be defined by an inequality N(v)< 1, where N is a K-norm; this was our chief motive in discussing norms in 0 1. For a given K-lattice M, the norm N, defined in prop. 6 may be characterized, among all the norms N such that M is the set N(v)< 1, as the one which takes its values in the set of values taken by mod, on K, i.e. in the set {O}~{q~}~~z. PROPOSITION 7. Zf V has the dimension 1 over K, and if L is a K-lattice in V, then V has a generator u such that L= Rv. Take any generator w of V; the subset L, of K defined by XWE L must be of the form P”; taking u = rc”w, we get L= Ru. THEOREM 1. Let L be a K-lattice in a left vector-space V of sion n over K. Then there is a basis {ul,. . . , u,,} of V such that L= Moreover, if WI = V, W, ,..., W, is any sequence of subspaces of that Wi is a subspace of VV- 1 of codimension 1 for 26 i h; if h > 0, then, as i 2 ph, one verifies at once that i - 1> h except for i =p = 2, so that 2(i - 1) > h in all cases.Therefore, in the above formula, the sum in the last term in the right-hand side is in pR whenever x~p’R. This gives, for x~p~ R, aEN: (1+x)“-l+ax



(3)



b--R),



which must remain valid, by continuity, for all xep2 R and aEZ,, since N is dense in Z,. Now call d the degree of K over Q,; by th. 1 of 0 2, we can find a basis {ur,..., vd} of K over Q, such that R = c Z,ui. By (3), wehavenow,for lb implies deg(a)adeg(b).
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Let a=(q) be any element of ki ; for each u, we can write a,r,=p$“) with a(v)= ord,(a,); for almost all v, we have lavlU= 1, hence a(u)=O, so that Ca(u). u is a divisor of k; this divisor will be denoted by div(a). Clearly a-+div(a) is a surjective morphism of k; onto D(k), whose kernel is nrc and is the same as the group denoted by Q(g) in Chap. IV-4; we “may therefore use this morphism to identify D(k) with k; /Q(p). The definition of lalA shows at once that, if UE k; and a=div(a), then l~l,=q-~“g”‘); therefore D,(k) is the image of ki in D(k) under the morphism a+div(a) ; in particular, the image P(k) of k” in D(k) under that morphism is contained in D,(k). The group P(k) is known as the group of the principal divisors. Clearly the morphism a-+div(a) determines isomorphisms of the groups ki/Q(@, k:/k’ Q(g) and k;/k’ O(e)) onto D,(k), D,(k)/P(k) and D(k)/P(k), respectively; D(k)/P(k) is known as the group of the divisor-classes of k, and D,(k)/P(k) as the group of the divisorclasses of degree 0; th. 7 of Chap. IV-4 shows that the latter is finite, and that the former is the direct product of the latter and of a group isomorphic to Z. Now we consider vector-spaces over k; we have the following result, a special case of which occurred already in Chapter IV: PROPOSITION 1. Let E be a vector-space of finite dimension over k. Let E be a basis of E over k; for each place v of k, let E, be the r,-module generated by E in E,, and let L, be any k,-lattice in E,. Then nLV is an open and compact subgroup of EA if and only if LO=&” for almost all v.



If P is a finite set of places such that L,cE, for all v not in P, nLV is a compact subgroup of E,(P,s), hence of E, ; the converse follows at once from corollary 1 of prop. 1, Chap. IV-l. Now assume that this is so. Then flLv is a subgroup of E, ; it is open if and only if it contains a neighborhood of 0; prop. 1 of Chap. IV-1 shows that this is so if and only if L,xE, for almost all v, which completes the proof. With the notations of proposition 1, put L = (L,); this will be called a coherent system of k,-lattices, or more briefly a coherent system, belonging to E, if L, = E, for almost all v. When that is so, we will write U(L) = n L, and A(L)= EnU(L). By prop. 1, U(L) is open and compact; it is also a module over the open and compact subring nr, of k,. As to A(L), it is a finite subgroup of E, since E is discrete and U(L) compact in E,; it is also a module over the ring kn(nr,); as this ring, by th. 8 of Chap. IV-4 and its corollary, is the field of constants F, of k, this shows that A(L) is a vector-space over F,, whose dimension will be denoted by /z(L). Then A(L) has qAtL’ elements.
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PROPOSITION 2. Put d =End(E), and let L=(L,), M=(M,) be two coherent systems beloning to E. Then there is a= (a,) in ~2: such that M, = a, L, for all v; moreover, the divisor div(det(a)) is uniquely determined by L and M.



For each v, by th. 1 of Chap. 11-2, there are bases cl”, p, of E, over k, such that L,, M, are the r,-modules respectively generated by CY,and by p,. Call a, the automorphism of E, which maps a, onto PO;then M,= a,L,. Put d,=det(a,); if pU is any Haar measure on E,, we have ld,l,=p,,(M,)/,uU(L,), by corollary 3 of th. 3, Chap. I-2, so that Id,l, is independent of the choice of the bases CI,, 8,. Moreover, we have L, = M,, hence [d,(,= 1, for almost all v. By prop. 3 of Chap. IV-3, this shows that a = (a,) is in ~2; and d = (d,) = det(a) in ki. As Id,], depends only upon L, and M,, we see that div(d) depends only upon L and M. We will write M = a L when L, M and a are as in proposition 2. COROLLARY 1. Let E be a basis of E over k; put L, = (E,), and let L be any coherent system belonging to E. Then there is ae&i such that L=a LO; the divisor b =div(det(a)) depends only upon L and E, and its class and degree depend only upon L.



Only the last assertion needs a proof. Replace E by another basis E’; put Z0 = (.$,), and call a the automorphism of E over k which maps E’ onto E. Then L, = a&, hence L=auL& so that b has to be replaced by b + div(det(cr)); the second term in the latter sum is a principal divisor, so that its degree is 0. COROLLARY 2. There is a Haar measure ,u on E, such that p(fls,)= for every basis E of E over k; for this measure, if L and b are as in corollary we have p( U(L)) = q-‘@’ with U(L) = n L, and 6(L) =deg(b).



1 1,



Choose one basis E, and take p such that p(n~J= 1. If a is as in corollary 1, U(L) is the image of U(L,) = nsv under e+ ae. Therefore p(U(L)) is equal to the module of that automorphism, which is Idet(a)j, by prop. 3 of Chap. IV-3; in view of our definitions, this is qmdCL), as stated in our corollary. By corollary 1, this does not depend upon E; therefore, replacing E by another basis E’, we get a measure ,u’ such that p’( U(L)) is the same as ,u(U(L)); this gives p’ = p, so that p(n EL)= 1. As in Chap. IV-2, choose now a non-trivial character x of k,, trivial on k, and call x0 the character induced by x on k,, which is non-trivial for every v, by corollary 1 of th. 3, Chap. IV-2. Let E be as above, and call E’ its algebraic dual. As explained in Chap. IV-2, we use x to identify Ei with the topological dual of E, by means of the isomorphism described in th. 3 of Chap. IV-2, and, for each U, we use x,) to identify E:, with the
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topological dual of E, by means of the isomorphism described in th. 3 of Chap. 11-5.Let L=(L,) be a coherent system belonging to E; for every K call UOthe dual lattice to L,. In view of the identifications which have just been made, L: is a k,-lattice in EL, and n L;. is the subgroup ofE; associated by duality with the subgroup U(L)=n L, of E,. As U(L) is compact, nEO is open; as U(L) is open, n E” is compact; by prop. 1, this shows that L’ = (E’J is a coherent system belonging to E’ (a fact which is also implied by corollary 3 of th. 3, Chap. IV-2); we call it the dual systemto L. THEOREM 1. To every A-field k of characteristic p> 1, there is an integer g20 with the following property. Let E be any vector-space of jinite dimension n over k; let L be any coherent system belonging to E, and let L’ be the dual system to L. Then:



i(L)=A(L’)-6(L)-n(g-1). Put U = U(L), U’= U(E); as we have just seen, U’ is the subgroup of E:, associated by duality with the subgroup U of E,. By definition, I(L) and 1(U) are the dimensions of the vector-spaces n = E n U and A’=E’nU’, respectively, over the field of constants F, of k. By th. 3 of Chap. IV-2, the subgroup of Ei associated by duality with the subgroup E of E, is E’. Therefore the subgroup of Ea associated by duality with E+ U is A’, so that E,/(E+ U) is the dual group to A’ and has the same number of elements &CL’) as A’. Clearly E,/(E+ U) is isomorphic to (EJE)/(E+ U/E). Take the Haar measure p on E, defined by corollary 2 of prop. 2, and write again p for its image in E,/E, as explained in Chap. 11-4.As q”@’’) is the index of (E + U)/E in E,IE, we have p(E,/E) = qACL”p(E+ U/E). The canonical morphism of E, onto E,/E maps U onto (E + U)/E, with the finite kernel n =En U; as /1 has qncL)elements, this gives, e.g. by lemma 2 of Chap. 11-4: p(U) = qACL’p(E+ U/E). Combining these formulas with corollary 2 of prop. 2, which gives p(U) = qeaCL),we get: p(EA/E) = qn(L’)-i(L)- a(L). This shows that ,u(E,/E) is of the form q” with reZ. In particular, if we apply corollary 2 of prop. 2 to E= k and to the basis E= { 11, we get a Haar measure pL1on k,, such that pI(nrv) = 1, and we see that we can write ,uI(kA/k) = qy with FEZ. Now identify our space E with k” by means of a basis E of E over k; it is clear that the measure p in E,, defined by corollary 2 of prop. 2, is the product (pr)n of the measures p1 for the n factors of the product EA=(kA)“, and then that qr =(qy)“, i.e. r = yn. This
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proves the formula in our theorem, with g = y + 1; it only remains for us to show that g 2 0. As to this, apply that formula to the caseE = k, L, = rv for all u. Then n = F,, A(L) = 1, and clearly 6(L) = 0; this gives g = ii(L), which is 2 0 by definition. COROLLARY 1. Let p be the Haar measurein E, defined by corollary 2 of proposition 2; then p(E,/E)=q”‘g-“. In particular, if p1 is the Haar measurein k, for which pl(nrv)= 1, we have ,ul(k,/k)=qg-‘.



This was proved above. COROLLARY 2. Notations being as in theorem 1, we have EA = E + U if and only if l(C) = 0.



This is a special case of what has been proved above. DEFINITION



1. The integer g dejined by theorem 1 is called the genusof k.



The results obtained above will now be made more explicit in the case E = k. Then a coherent system L=(L,) is given by taking L,=p;“‘“’ for all u, with a(u)=0 for almost all v; such systems are therefore in a one-to-one correspondence with the divisors of k. Accordingly, if a = Ia . u is such a divisor, we will write L(a) for the coherent system (p;““‘); L(0) being th en the coherent system (r,), we see that L(a) is the coherent system a- ’ L(0) when aEk,” and a =div(a). For L= L(a), we will also write u(a), /i(a), n(a), 6(a) instead of U(L), A(L), l(L), 6(L); obviously we have 6(a)= -deg(a). The definition of A(a) shows that it can be written as n Wv, -a(“)); in other words, it consists of 0 and of the elements 5 of k ‘“such that ord,(t) 2 -a(u) for all u, or, what amounts to the same, such that div(t)>-a. As the degree of div(?j is 0 for all 5Ekx, this shows that /i(a)= {0), hence n(a) = 0, whenever deg(a) < 0. Now let the “basic” character x of k, be chosen as above; for each place v of k, call v(v) the order of the character xv induced by x on k,, this being as defined in def. 4 of Chap. 11-5. By corollary 1 of th. 3, Chap. IV-2, we have v(v)=0 for almost all u, so that c=Cv(u) . v is a divisor of k; we call this the divisor of x, and denote it by div(X). If x1 is another such character, then, by th. 3 of Chap. IV-2, it can be written as x-+x(5x) with 5~ k ‘, and one seesat once that div(X,) = div(X) + div(5). Thus, when one takes for x all the non-trivial characters of kA, trivial on k, the divisors div(X) make up a class of divisors modulo the group P(k) of principal divisors of k. This is known as the canonical class, and its elements as the canonical divisors. As before, identify kA with its topological dual by means of x, and put c = div(X). Using prop. 12 of Chap. 11-5,one seesat once that the dual system to L(a) is L(c - a). Theorem 1 gives now:
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divisor
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of k. Then, jbr every divisor



a



i,(a)=;l(c-a)+deg(a)-g+l. COROLLARY



1. If c is as above, deg(c) = 2g - 2 and A(c) = g.



We get the first relation by replacing (1by c - n in theorem 2, and the second one by taking n=O. COROLLARY



2. lj a is u divisor



of degree



> 2g - 2, A(a) = deg(a) - g + 1.



In fact, we have then deg(c ~ a) ~0, and, as we have observed above, this implies i(c - a) = 0, hence our conclusion, by theorem 2. COROLLARY k,=k+(np17(“)).



3. Let a = ca(v)



. v be a divisor



of degree



> 2g - 2. Then



This ii the special case E=k, L=L(a) of corollary 2 of th. 1, since in this case, as shown above, we have L’= L(c- a) and A(L’)=O. Theorem 2 is the “theorem of Riemann-Roth” for a “function-field” k when the field of constants is finite. A proof for the general case can be



obtained on quite similar lines; for the concept of compacity, one has to substitute the concept of “linear compacity” for vector-spaces over an arbitrary field K, K itself being discretely topologized; instead of a Haar measure, one has to use a “relative dimension” for compact and open subspacesof locally linearly compact vector-spaces over K. This will not be considered here. Another point of some importance will merely be mentioned. Instead of identifying the topological dual G of k, with k, by means of a “basic” character, consider it as a k,-module by writing, for every X*EG and every aEk,, (x,ax*)=(ax,x*) for all xEk,. Call r the subgroup of G associated by duality with k. Then th. 3 of Chap. IV-2 can be expressed as follows: if y is any element of r, other than 0, x +xy is an isomorphism of k, onto G which maps k onto r. In particular, r has an “intrinsic” structure of vector-space of dimension 1 over k. It is now possible to define “canonically” a differentiation of k into r, i.e. a mapping x+dx of k into r such that d(xy)=x.dy+ y.dx for all x, y in k, and that r may thus be identified with the k-module of all formal sums xyidxi, where the xi, yi are in k. This remains true for every separably algebraic extension of finite degree of any field K(T), where T is an indeterminate over the groundfield K. Even for the casestudied here, that of a finite field of constants, this topic can hardly be dealt with properly except by enlarging the groundfield to its algebraic closure, and we will not pursue it any further.
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Zeta-functions of A-fields $1. Convergence of Euler products. From now on, k will be an A-field of any characteristic, either 0 or p> 1. Notations will be as before; if u is a place of k, k, is the completion of k at v; if u is a finite place, Y, is the maximal compact subring of k,, and p, the maximal ideal in I,. Moreover, in the latter case, we will agree once for all to denote by qv the module of the field k, and by n, a prime element of k,, so that, by th. 6 of Chap. I-4, rv/pv is a field with q, elements, and (n,(,=q; r. If k is of characteristic p> 1, we will denote by q the number of elements of the held of constants of k and identify that field with Fq; then, according to the delinitions in Chap. VI, we have ql, = qdeg(“) for every place a. By an Euler product belonging to k, we will understand any product of the form l--Hl-~,4;T1 where SEC, B,EC and 10,1< 1 for all U, the product being taken over all or almost all the finite places of k. The same name is in use for more general types of products, but these will not occur here. The basic result on the convergence of such products is the following: PROPOSITION 1. Let k be any A-field. Then the product MJ)=~ 1, and tends to the limit 1 for a tending to + co.



for



Assume first that k is of characteristic 0, and call n its degree over Q. By corollary 1 of th. 4, Chap. 111-4, there are at most n places v of k above any given place p of Q; for each of these, k, is a p-field, so that q, is of the form py with v 2 1 and is therefore >p. This gives, for a>O: 1 1 can be uniquely expressed as a product powers of rational primes. Furthermore, we have, for 0 > 1: + *a Y l 1; then, by lemma 1 of Chap. 111-2, we may write it as a separably algebraic extension of F,(T) of finite degree n. By th. 2 of Chap. III-l, F,(T) has one place cc corresponding to the prime element T-‘, while its other places are in a one-to-one correspondence with the prime polynomials 7~in F,[T]. It will clearly be enough if we prove the assertion in our proposition, not for the product [,Ja), but for the similar product q(o) taken over the places u of k which do not lie above the place cc of F,(T). Then, just as in the case of characteristic 0, we see that 1 1, and it tends to 1, uniformly with respect to Im(s), for Re(s) tending to + 00.
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In fact, for o=Re(s), the series logE(s) is majorized by the series log{,(a). Our conclusion follows now at once from proposition 1 and the well known elementary theorems on uniformly convergent series of holomorphic functions. COROLLARY 2. Let k, be an A-field contained in k; let M be a set of finite places of k such that, for almost all VE M, the modular degree f(u) of k, over the closure of k, in k, is > 1. Then the product



is absolutely convergent for IS> l/2.



If k is of characteristic 0, both k and k, are of finite degree over Q; if it is of characteristic p> 1, and T is any element of k,, not algebraic over the prime field F,,, k and k, are of finite degree over F,(T); in both cases, k has a finite degree n over k,. Let v be a finite place of k, and u the place of k, lying below v; then the closure of k, in k, is (k,),, and k, is generated over it by k; therefore the degree of k, over (k,), is da*(s*).



Then we say that @ is the inverse Fourier transform of @*. The measure c(* is called the dual measureto CI. Clearly, for CER~, the dual measure tocaisci CI*. In particular, assume that G* has been identified with G by means of some isomorphism of G onto G*; then a* = ma with some rneR:, and, as the dual of c c1is c- ’ ma, there is one and only one Haar measure on G, viz., ml” CY,which coincides with its own dual for the given identification of G and G*; this is then called the self-dual Haar measure on G. If G is compact, G* is discrete. Then, by taking @= 1, one sees at once that the dual of the Haar measure c1given by a(G)= 1 on G is the one given by a*({O})= 1 on G*. A function @ on G will be called admissiblefor G if it is continuous, integrable, and if its Fourier transform @* is integrable on G*. Now let r be a discrete subgroup of G, such that G/T is compact. Let r, be the subgroup of G* associated by duality with r; as G/T is compact, r, is discrete; as r is discrete, G*/T, is compact. Take for 01the Haar measure on G determined by a(G/T)= 1. The function @ on G will be called admissiblefor (G,T) if it is admissible for G and if the two series ,y(Y



+ YL



1 @*(g* + Y*) Y*Er* are absolutely convergent, uniformly on each compact subset with respect to the parameters g, g*. The first one of these series defines then a continuous function F on G, constant on cosets modulo r; this may be regarded in an obvious manner as a function on G/T. As r, is the dual group to G/T, F has then the Fourier transform
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I jC~(g+y))(g,y*)da(S), ysl-



G/r



where, as usual, 4 is the image of g in G/T under the canonical homomorphism of G onto G/T, and the integrand, which is written as a function of g but is constant on cosets modulo r, is regarded as a function of 4. According to formula (6) of Chap. 11-4, this integral has then the value @*(y*), so that the Fourier transform of F, when F is regarded as a function on G/T, is the function induced by @* on r,. Since Q,has been assumedto be admissible for (G,r), this is integrable on r’, so that we get, by Fourier’s inversion formula for G/T and r,: W=y;r@(g+Y)=y~;r



@*b*)(-SY*). t



For g = 0, this gives : (1)



$w=



&



@*(Y*). * This is known as Poisson’ssummation formula, which is thus shown to be valid whenever @is admissible for (G,r), and c(is such that cl(G/T)= 1. Assume that there are admissible functions @for (G,T) for which both sidesof (1) are not 0; this assumption (an easy consequenceof the general theory of Fourier transforms) will be verified by an explicit construction in the only case in which we are interested, viz., the case G = E,, r= E when E is a vector-space of finite dimension over an A-field. Call then CI* the dual measure to c(; put a*(G*/T,)=c, and interchange the roles of G, G* in the above calculation, starting with @* and taking its inverse Fourier transform by means of the Haar measure c-l a* on G*; as this is c- i @,we find as end-result the sameformula as (l), except that @has been replaced by c-i @. A comparison with (1) gives now c = 1. This shows that the Haar measures ~1,c1* given on G, G* by a(G/T)= 1, a*(G*/T,) = 1 are dual to each other. In particular, if there is an isomorphism of G onto G* which maps r onto r,, and this is used to identify G and G*, the self-dual measure on G is the one given by a(G/T) = 1. Now we construct special types of admissible functions for the groups in which we are interested; these will be called “standard functions”. On any space, a function is called locally constant if every point has a neighborhood where the function is constant. If f is such, f - ‘({a}) is open for every a; it is also closed, since its complement is the union of the open sets f-‘({b}) for bfa. I n a connected space, e.g. any vectorspace over R, only the constant functions are locally constant. DEFINITION 1. Let E be a vector-space of finite dimension over a p-field K. By a standard function on E, we understand a complex-valued locally constant function with compact support on E.
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It will be enough to consider the case when K is commutative. Let E* be the “topological dual” of E, i.e. the dual of E when E is regarded as a locally compact group. On E*, we put a structure of vector-space over K in the manner described in Chap. 11-5; as we proved there, E* has the same dimension as E over K. With these notations, we have: PROPOSITION 2. A function @ on E is standard if and only if there are K-lattices L, M in E such that LI M and that @ is 0 outside L and constant on cosets modulo M in L. Then, if L, and M, are the dual K-lattices to L and M, we have M, IL,, and the Fourier transform @* of Qi is 0 outside M, and constant on cosets modulo L, in M,. If @, L, M have the properties stated in our proposition, it is clear that @ is standard. Conversely, assume that it is such. Take a K-norm N on E, and call p an upper bound for N on the support of @; then, as we have seen in Chap. 11-2, the set L defined by N(e) < p is a K-lattice, and it contains the support of @. As the sets Qi- ‘({a>), for aEC, are open, and L is compact, L is contained in the union of finitely many such sets; in other words, @ takes only finitely many distinct values a,, . . . . a,, on L. Take E > 0 such that lai - ajl > Ewhenever i #j. As @is uniformly continuous on L, there is 6 > 0 such that N(e - e’) < 6, for e and e’ in L, implies l@(e) - @(e’)l GE. Then the set M defined by N(e) < 6 is a K-lattice, contained in L if we have taken 6 , 0. The Fourier transform of exp (- rcx2) is exp ( - rcy’), as shown by the well-known formula exp(-zy2)=Jexp(-rcx*+2rrixy)dx. Differentiating both sides m times with respect to y, one seesat once, by induction on m, that the left-hand side is of the form p,(y) exp ( - rcy*),
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where p, is a polynomial of degree m, and that the differentiation may be carried out inside the integral in the right-hand side. This gives Pmb)exp(-~yZ)=~(2



zix)“exp(-zx2+2nixy)dx,



which proves our first assertion. Now let L be an R-lattice in E. By prop. 11 of Chap. 11-4,there is a basis of E over R which generates the group L; in other words, identifying E with R” by means of that basis, we may assumethat E =R” and L=Z”. In order to prove that standard functions in R” are admissible for (R”, Z”), it is now enough to show that, if @ is such a function, 11 @(x + v)l, taken over all VEZ”, is uniformly convergent on every compact subset C of R”. Put Q(x) = p(x)exp( - q(x)) and r(x) = xx: ; take 6 > 0 such that the quadratic form 4 - 6 r is positivedefinite; this will be so provided 6 0, we have IQi(x+u)l~Aexp(-6r(u)) for all x EC. This gives ~/9(x+v)J~ACexp(-G~vz)=A Y which completes our proof.



( y exp(-6v2))‘, “=-CC



We will also need a more explicit statement for some special cases of prop. 3, corresponding to E = R or C; in each casewe choose a “basic” character ii, and identify R (resp. C) with its topological dual by means of that character, just as we have done above for p-fields, according to Chap. 11-5. The self-dual measuresto be considered now are taken with reference to that identification. PROPOSITION 4. On R, the self-dual Haar measure, with reference to the basic character X(x)=e(-ax) with aERX, is da(x)=lal’12dx. Zf (~~(x)=x*exp(-nx2) with A=0 or 1, the Fourier transform of (pA is ~~(y)=i-A~a~“2~A(ay).



Put da(x)= c. dx with CER; ; then qb is given by ddyl=c~exp(-



71x2--2niaxy)dx.



As recalled above, this is equal to ccp,(a y). Applying now Fourier’s inversion formula and lemma 1, we get ~=lal’~‘. Differentiating both sidesof the above formula for &(y) with respect to y, we get the Fourier transform of cpl.
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PROPOSITION 5. On C, the self-dual Haar measure, with reference to the basic character X(x)=e(-ax-5x), with aECX, is da(x)= =(aZ)“21dx~djll. Zf (pA(x)= xAexp(-2nxZ), A being any integer 20, the Fourier transform of qA is i-*(aZ)li2 cp,(ay), and that of (PA is ipA(a cp,(ay).



The proof of the assertions about u and about the Fourier transform of ‘pO is quite similar to that in prop. 4. Differentiating A times, with respect to y, the formula for the Fourier transform of cpe, we get that of (pA;that of (PAfollows from this at once. DEFINITION 3. Let E be a vector-space of finite dimension over an A-field k. Let E be a basis of E over k; for each finite place v of k, let E, be the r,-module generated by E in E,. By a standard function on EA, we understand any function of the form



e = (e,)+@(e) = n @,(e,) ” where @J”is, for every place v of k, a standard function on E,, and, for almost every v, the characteristic function of E,. Corollary 1 of th. 3, Chap. III-l, shows that the latter condition is independent of the choice of E.The formula which defines @, for which we will write more briefly @= n@“, is justified by prop. 1 of Chap. IV-l, which shows that almost all the factors in the right-hand side are equal to 1 whenever e is in EA; the same proposition shows also that @ is 0 outside E,(P,e) for a suitable P, and that it is continuous. Just as in the case of kA in Chap. V-4, a Haar measure on EA can be defined by choosing a Haar measure CI, on E, for each v, so that CI~(EJ= 1 for almost all v; when the ~1,satisfy the latter condition, we will say that they are coherent. Then there is a unique measure CIon EA which coincides with the product measure nclv on every one of the open subgroups E*(P,E) of E,; this will be written as c1=na,. Clearly, if a Haar measure c1is given on EA, one can find coherent measures~1, such that c(= nclv by choosing any set of coherent measures on the spacesE, and suitably modifying one of them. From now on, we also choose, once for all, a “basic” character x of kA, i.e. a non-trivial character of kA, trivial on k; we denote by xv the character induced by 2 on k,, which is non-trivial by corollary 1 of th. 3, Chap. IV-2. If E is any vector-space of finite dimension over k, we call E’ its algebraic dual, and we use x and x0 for identifying the topological dual of EA with Ei, and that of E, with E; for each v, in the manner described in Chap. IV-2, i.e. by applying th. 3 of Chap. IV-2 to the former space and th. 3 of Chap. II-5 to the latter.
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THEOREM 1. Let E be a vector-space of finite dimension over the A-field k. Let the a, be coherent Haar measureson the spacesE,, and let @= n Qv be a standard function on EA. Then the Fourier transform of @, with respect to the measureCZ=na, on EA, is a standard function on Ei, given by @‘= n @:, where @k,for every v, is the Fourier transform of CD,with respect to c(,. Moreover, Cpis admissiblefor (E,,E).



Let E,E’be basesfor E and for E’ over k; for each finite place v, let E, be as before, and let E: be similarly defined for EL. By corollary 3 of th. 3, Chap. IV-2, there is a finite set P of places of k, containing P,, such that ELis the dual k,-lattice to E, when v is not in P; in view of our assumption on the a,, we may also assume that P has been so chosen that CI,(E,)= 1 for v not in P. Then, by corollary 1 of prop. 2, the Fourier transform of the characteristic function of E, is the characteristic function of EL, and the dual measure a: to a, is given by o$,(.$,)=1, for all v not in P. Now let @=n@” be a standard function on EA; for each v, call @L the Fourier transform of QOwith respect to a,. From what has just been said, and from propositions 2 and 3, it follows that @‘= fl@” is a standard function on Ei; we will show that it is the Fourier transform of @.Replacing P if necessary by somelarger set, we may assumethat QU is the characteristic function of E, for v not in P; in particular, the support of @ is contained in EA(P,&), so that the Fourier transform @” of @ is given by the integral @“(e’)=J@(e)x([e,e’])da(e) taken on E,(P,.z). In view of our definitions, the integrand here, for e=(e,), e’ =(eL), is given by



~(e)X([e,e’l)=n(~,,(e,)x”(IIe”,e:l)); ” moreover, when e’ is given, the factor in the right-hand sidecorresponding to v has, for almost all v, the constant value 1 on E,. In view of the delinition of E,(P,&) in prop. 1 of Chap. IV-l, this implies that @“(e’) is the same as @‘(e’). Now, in order to prove that @ is admissible for (EA,E), it is enough to show that, for each compact subset C of EA, the series (3)



~~l~(e+rl)l=~~I~~“(e”+?)l



is uniformly convergent for eEC. By corollary 1 of prop. 1, Chap. IV-l, C is contained in some set E*(P,.z); take P such that this is so and that E,(P,&) also contains the support of @. For each place v in P, call C, the projection of C onto E,; for each finite place veP, call Cl the support
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of @,; for v not in P, put C, = Ck= E,. As n C, is compact and contains C, it will be enough if we prove our assertion for C=nC,. Assume first that k is of characteristic p> 1. Then @ is 0 outside the compact set C’ = n CL, so that all the terms of (3) are 0 for eE C except those corresponding to ~EE~C”, where c” is the image of C x C’ under the mapping (e,e’)+e’- e; as C” is compact, EnC” is finite, and the assertion becomes obvious. Now let k be of characteristic 0. For each finite UEP, take a k,-norm N, on E,, and call L,, the k,-lattice given by N,,(e,),O has these properties. An important special case is that in which E =E’= k, [x,y]=xy; then we identify kA and k, with their topological duals by means of x,x”, as explained before, and we have:
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COROLLARY 2. Let C(,CI~ be the self-dual measureson kA,k,. Then the ~1,are coherent, CL = n cz,, and a(k,/k) = 1.



Take any coherent measures /I, on the groups k,; by corollary 1, their duals /?I are coherent, which implies that b,=& for almost all u; in other words, /-I, coincides with the self-dual measure a, for almost all v; this implies that the a, are coherent. Our other assertions follow now at once from corollary 1. Notations being as in corollary 1, the measure c( on EA for which a(E,/E)= 1 is known as the Tamagawameasureon EA; corollary 1 shows that its dual is the Tamagawa measure on Ei. In particular, on kA, the Tamagawa measure and the self-dual measure are the same. Now, for each finite place v of k, call v(v) the order of x,,, which is 0 for almost all u by corollary 1 of th. 3, Chap. IV-2, and choose a,Ek,” such that ord,(a,) = v(v). On the other hand, for each real place v of k, apply to x+e(-x) the corollary of th. 3, Chap. 11-5; it shows that there is one and only one a,ek,” such that x,(x)= e( - a,x) for all xEk,. Similarly, for each imaginary place u, there is one and only one a,Ek,” such that ~,,(x)=e(-aa,x-@) for all xEk,. As v(v)=0 for almost all o, (a,) is in k;. DEFINITION 4. Let x be a non-trivial character of kA, trivial on k, inducing xv on k, for every v. An idele a = (a,) of k will be called a differental idele attached to x if ord,(a,) is equal to the order v(v) qf x,, ,for every finite place u of k, x,,(x) =e( - a,x) for every real place u, and x,(x) = =e( -a,,x -G,-il) fbr every imaginary place v of’ k. Clearly, when x is given, the differental idele a is uniquely determined modulo n rt, the latter product being taken over all the finite places v of k. If x1 is another character such as x, then, by th. 3 of Chap. IV-2, it can be written as x1(x)= x(5x) with [EkX ; if a is as above,  1, a is a differental idele attached to x if and only if div(a) =div(x), in the sense explained in Chap. VI; this implies that div(a) belongs to the canonical class. PROPOSITION6. Let a be a differental idele. Then, if k is of characteristic 0, /alA = IDJ- I, where D is the discriminant of k; if k is of characteristic p > 1, and if F, is its field of constants and g its genus, IalA = q2- 2g. The latter statement is equivalent to deg(div(a))=2g-2; as div(a) is a canonical divisor, this is corollary 1 of th. 2, Chap. VI. In the case of characteristic 0, let LX,CI, be the self-dual measures in k,, k,, so that
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a = n a, by corollary 2 of th. 1; let p = n fi, be as in prop. 7 of Chap. V-4. Applying corollary 3 of prop. 2, and propositions 4 and 5, we get ~=Iul:‘“/?. As cr(k,/k)= 1 by corollary 2 of th. 1, and P&,/k)= IDI’/’ by prop. 7 of Chap. V-4, we get lalA = jD1-l. $3. Quasicharacters. We first insert here some auxiliary results. As before, if ZEC, we denote by Re(z), Im(z) its real and imaginary parts, and we put IzI =(zZ))“‘, (zj, =mod,(z)=z?. LEMMA



2. A character co of a group G is trivial if Re(o(g))>O



for



all geG.



If ZEC, (zI= 1, z#l



and Re(z)>O, we can write z=e(t) with teR, integer such that nlt1>1/4; then and Re(z”) Ocontainsno subgroupofC’ except { 1).



OO:



jXq(x)modK(x)“dp(x)=(l



-q-“)-I.



In fact, we can write K” nR as the disjoint union of the sets U, = = A” R ’ = P” - P”+ 1 for v 2 0. Then our integral can be written as y



1 mod,(x)“dp(x)=



v=o u,



which is absolutely above.



convergent



yqpvS, v=o



for Re(s) >O and has the value stated



0 5. The functional equation. We will first choose a Haar measure on k;. On the compact group G:, take the Haar measure ,LL~given by ,u~(G:)= 1. On the group N, take the measure v given by dv(n)=n-’ dn if N=R: and by v((l})= 1 otherwise. On Gk= G: x N, we take the measure p =,u, x v. Finally, on k;, as explained in Chap. U-4, we choose as pi the measure whose image in G,= kilk” is the one we have just defined.
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LEMMA 6. Let F, be a measurable function on N such that 0 d F, < 1; assume also that there is a compact interval [to,tI] in R; such that F,(n)=1 for neN, nt,. Then the integral A(s)=



j n”F,(n)dv(n) N



is absolutely convergent for Re(s)>O. The function A(s) can be continued analytically in the whole s-plane as a meromorphic function. If we put I,(s)=s-’ if N=R;, and &(s)=~(~+Q~~)(~-Q-~)-~ if N={QY},,z, then A -1, is an entire function of s. Finally, if F,(n)+ F,(n- ‘)= 1 for all nEN, then A(s)+A(-s)=O. Take first for F, the function fi given by fi(n)= 1 for n< 1, fi (1) = l/2, fi (n) = 0 for n > 1. Then il becomes, for N = R: , the integral in”-‘dn,



and, for N={Q”},



the series 3+ +fQevS;



is absolutely any F, :



in both cases it



1



0



convergent



for Re(s) > 0, and equal to n,(s). This gives, for



4s)-Jo(s)=



s n”(F,(n)-f,(n))dv(n). N



As F, - fl is a bounded measurable function with compact support on N, the last integral is absolutely convergent for all s, uniformly on every compact subset of the s-plane; this implies that it is an entire function of s. Assume now that F,(n)+ F,(n- ‘)= 1; as fl has the same property, the function F2= F, -fi satisfies F,(n-‘)= -F2(n). Replacing n by n-l in the last integral, and observing that A,( - s)= -n,(s), we get A( - s) = - A(s). Lemma 6 implies that il has at s = 0 a residue equal to 1 if N = R; and to (logQ)-1 if N={Q’}. H ere, and also in the next results, it is understood that residues are taken with respect to the variable s; in other words, if a function f(s) of s has a simple pole at s = so, its residue there is the limit of (s-so) f (s) for s+so. THEOREM 2. Let @ be a standard function on k,. Then the function o + Z(o, @) defined by formula (4) of 9 4 when the integral in (4) is absolutely convergent can be continued analytically as a meromorphic function on the whole of the complex manifold Q(G,). It satisfies the equation where @’ is the Fourier transform of Qi with respect to the Tamagawa measure on k,. Moreover, Z(w,@) is holomorphic everywhere on SZ(G,) except for simple poles at coo and ol, with the residues - p@(O) at w. and p@‘(O)ato,, wherep=l ifN=R; andp=(logQ)-‘ifN={Q’}.
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On R:, choose two continuous functions F,, F, with the following properties: (i) F,, > 0, F, > 0, FO+ F, = 1; (ii) there is a compact interval [t,,,tJ in Rz such that F,(t)=0 for O 1. Then, for cr~R, o 1. On the other hand, if CT< B, Z, is majorized by the integral



which is convergent by prop. 10 of 4 4. In particular, Z,(w,w,@) is absolutely convergent for all SEC, and one verities easily that this is so uniformly with respect to s on every compact subset of C. As the quasicharacters oSo, for SEC, make up the connected component of o in Q(G,), with the complex structure determined by the variable s, this shows that w+Z,(o,@) is holomorphic on the whole of Q(G,). Now apply formula (6) of Chap. II-4 to the group k;, the discrete subgroup k” and the integrals Z,, Z,. This gives:



zi= I( 2 @(25)) ‘“(z)Fi(lzlA)dP(i), tik ;tk’ where i is the image of z in Gk = k;/k’ , and the integrand is to be understood as a function of i. Here the integrals for Z,, Z, are absolutely convergent whenever the original integrals for Z,, Z, are so, i.e. for rs > 1 in the case of Z, and for all r~ in the case of Z,. For each ZE k; , we may apply lemma 1 of 9 2 to the automorphism x-+z- l x of kA; applying then Poisson’s formula, i.e. (1) of 9 2, to the function x-+@(zx), we get:



and therefore: z1=



j ( 1, since 2, and Z0 are so. By corollary 2 of prop. 7,§ 3, we can write w = oS$, where tj is a character of Gk, trivial on N. In view of our definition of p as the measure pL1x v on Gk= Gi x N, our last formula can now be written : 2,-z;=



(,*1 IC/dp1) . (~(~‘(O)-n~(o))n~-l~l(n)dv(n)) t



.



The first factor in the right-hand side is 1 or 0 according as + is trivial or not, i.e. according as o is principal or not; write 6, for this factor. The second one can be evaluated at once by lemma 6. If n(s) is as defined in that lemma, this gives:



As Z(w, @)=Z, + Z,, this proves that Z(o, @) can be continued everywhere on Q(G,) outside the connected component 0, of o,, = 1 as a holomorphic function, and on that component as a meromorphic function having at most the same poles as L(s- 1) and L(s); as to the latter poles and their residues, they are given by lemma 6 and are as stated in our theorem. Finally, assume that we have chosen F,, F, so that F,(t) = F, (t- ‘) for all t; this can be done by taking for F, a continuous function for tal, such that OdF,(t)dl for all t>l, F,(1)=1/2, and F,(t)=0 for tat,, and then putting F,(t)=l-F,(t-‘) for O0 when s tends to 1. The first assertion is contained in corollary 1 of prop. 1, $1. Now take Haar measures c(, on k,, CL,on k,” , as explained above; by lemma 5 of 5 4, we have, for every u, d&)= m,Jxl; ’ da,(x), with some m,>O. Take the standard function @ so that lp, is the characteristic function of I, for all v not in P, and that ~0~3 0 and @JO) >O for all ZI. Apply prop. 10 of 0 4 to Z(w,, @) for Re(s) > 1; the factor I, corresponding to u, in the right-hand side of the formula in that proposition, can now be written as I,=m, 1 @,(x)IxIS,-lda,(x). k: For u not in P, by prop. 11 of 9 4, this differs from (1-q;“))’ only by the scalar factor P&Y:), which is always >O, and which is 1 for almost all v. For UEP, one can verify at once that I, is continuous for Re(s) Z 1 (one could easily show, in fact, that it is holomorphic for Re(s)>O, and, in the next 0, one will obtain a much more precise result for a specific choice of @, but this is not needed now); for s tending to 1, it tends to m,l@,da,, which is >O. This shows that Z(o,,@) differs from the product p(k, P,s) in our corollary by a factor which tends to a finite limit >O when s tends to 1. On the other hand, theorem 2 shows that Z(o,, @) has a simple pole at s = 1, with the residue p@‘(O), and p >O; as Q’(O)= J @da, and as this is obviously >O, this completes the proof. COROLLARY



2. Let P be as above; let o be a non-trivial



character



of k;, trivial on k”, such that co, is unramified for all v not in P; for v not in P, put A(u)=w,(z,), where n, is a prime element of k,. Then the product p(k,P,w,s)=,~~(l-i,(o)q,;“)-’



is absolutely convergent for Re(s)> 1 and tends to a finite limit when s tends to 1; if co2 is not trivial, this limit is not 0.
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equation



As o is a character, we have IA(v)l = 1 for all u not in P, so that the first assertion is again contained in corollary 1 of prop. 1, 9 1. Take c(,,pVas before, and take Cpso that, for v not in P, QUis the characteristic function of rt,. Apply prop. 10 of 5 4 to Z(o,w,@) for Re(s)> 1; the factor I,. is now (.=m,j @,(x)o,(x)lxl;,-’ dcr,(x). r: For zj not in P, 0,. is unramified and may be written as w,(x)=IxI~:, where s,. can be determined by A(v) = qLFSV;then prop. 11 of 5 4 shows that I,. differs from (1 - 3,(v)qt~“)- ’ only by the scalar factor p&r,?), which is 1 for almost all C. For VEP, we observe, as before, that I, is continuous for Re(s)2 1; taking prop. 9 into account when u is an infinite place, one seeseasily that, for each UEP, @,,may be so chosen that I, is not 0 for s=‘l, and we will assumethat it has been so chosen (for specific choices of @,, I,. will be computed explicitly in 3 7). We see now that Z(o,o,@) differs from the product p(k,eo,s) in our corollary by a factor which tends to a finite limit, other than 0, when s tends to 1. In view of theorem 2, this proves the second assertion in our corollary. As to the last one, we need a lemma: LEMMA 7. For [EC, %EC, put q(L,t)=(l Icp(A,t)l 1, and (s- l)q(k, V,s) tends to a finite limit > 0 when s tends to 1. In fact, with the notation of corollary 1, p(k,P,,s) is the product of q(k, V,s) and of the similar product, taken over the set M of all the finite places of k, not in V; applying corollary 3 of prop. 1, 0 1, to the latter product, and corollary 1 to p(k,P,,s), we get our conclusion at once. Of course our corollary implies that V cannot be a finite set, or in other words that there are infinitely many places v of k for which the modular degree in question is 1. COROLLARV4. Let k, and V be as in corollary 3; let k’ be a separably algebraic extension of k of finite degree n, and assumethat there are n distinct places of k’ above every place VE V. Then k’ = k. Call V’ the set of the places of k’ lying above those of V. By corollary 1 of th. 4, Chap. 1114, if VE V, and w lies above v, we have kk= k,, hence qk=q,. For any place v of k, and any place w of k’ above v, the modular degree of k; over the closure of k, in k, is at least equal to that of k, over that closure; therefore, for almost all v, not in V, or, what amounts to the same, for almost all w, not in V’, that degree is > 1. We can now apply corollary 3 to the products q(k, V,s) and q(k’, V’,s); as the latter is equal to q(k, V,s)n, this gives n= 1. COROLLARY5. Let k be an A-field of characteristic p > 1, and let P be a finite set of places of k. Then there is a divisor m = Cm(v) . v of k of degree 1 such that m(v)=0 for all VEP. Call v the g.c.d. of the degrees of all the places v, not in P; we have to show that v= 1. Let F=F, be the field of constants of k; by th. 2 of Chap. I-l, there is, in an algebraic closure of k, a field F’ with q” elements, and it is separable over F. Call k’ the compositum of k and F’, and n its degree over k; k’ is separable over k. Let v be any place of k, not in P; let w be a place of k’ above v; by prop. 1 of Chap. III-l, k; is generated over k, by k’, hence by F’. By the definition of v, the module of k, is of the form qvr, where r is an integer; therefore, by corollary 1
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of th. 7, Chap. 1-4, combined with corollary 2 of th. 2,Chap. I-l, k, contains a subfield with q” elements. By th. 2 of Chap. I-l, k; cannot contain more than one field with q” elements; therefore F’c k,, hence kL= k,. Corollary 1 of th. 4, Chap. 111-4, shows now that there are IZ distinct places of k’ above each place zi of k, not in P. Taking k, = k in corollary 4, and taking for I’ the complement of P, we get k’ = k, hence F’ c F, i.e. v= 1. COROLLARY 6. Let k be as in corollary 5, and let F, be its field of constants. Then the value-group N of 1~1~on k; is generated by q.



As we have seen in 9 4, N is generated by the value-groups of 1x1, on k z for all u, hence by the modules qo=qdeg(“), so that it has the generator Q =qy, where v is the g.c.d. of all the degrees deg(v). By corollary 5, v = 1. Taking corollary 6 into account, we can reformulate the last assertion of theorem 2, in the case of characteristic p> 1, as follows: COROLLARY 7. Let k and F, be as in corollary 6; let notations be as in theorem 2. Then Z(o,, @)+ @(O)(1 - q-“)- ’ is holomorphic at s = 0.



This follows at once from the results we have just mentioned from the fact that (1 -q-“)- ’ has the residue (logq)- ’ at s=O.



and



0 6. The Dedekind zeta-function. Special choices of @ in Z(o,@) lead to the definition of important functions on the connected components of s2(G,); these will now be investigated more in detail. We begin with the consideration of the connected component Sz, of o,= 1 in s2(G,), i.e. of the group of the principal quasicharacters of Gk, choosing @ as follows. Whenever v is a finite place of k, we take for @” the characteristic function of r,. When u is real, i.e. k,=R, we take G”(x) =exp( - rcx’). When u is imaginary, i.e. k, = C, we take G”(x) = exp( - 2 rcx2). We have now to calculate the factors in the product (5) for Z(o, @), for this choice of @ and for w=m,; when u is a finite place, these are given by prop. 11 of 0 4, up to a scalar factor depending on p. For the infinite places, they are as follows: LEMMA



8. Let G,, G, be defined, for all SEC, by the formulas G,(~)=n-~‘~r(s/2),



G,(s)=(2n)‘-“T(s).



Then we have, for Re(s)>O:



~exp(--n~~)/x~~~~dx=G~(s), Jexp(-2nx?)(xz)“-‘IdxAdxl=G,(s).
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This can be verified at once by obvious changes of variables, viz., 1x1= t”2 in the first integral and x = t”‘e(u) in the second one, with tER;, PER, O 1, and put U=nrz; this is the same as 52(O)in the notation of Chap. IV-4, and it is an open subgroup of kl ; by definition, we have y(U) = 1. As explained In Chap. 11-4, we will also write y for the image of the measure y in G,= kilk” .; G: being, as before, the image of ki in G,, ,u is defined by p(G:)= 1, so that we have y=ckp with +=y(G:). Call U’ the image of U in G,; by th. 8 of Chap. IV-4 and its corollary, the kernel of the morphism of U onto U’, induced by the canonical morphism of ki onto G,, is F: , so that we can compute y( U’) by taking G = U, r1 = F: , r = { 1> in lemma 2 of Chap. 11-4; this gives y(U’)=(q- I)- ‘. Clearly the index of U’ in Gi is equal to that of k” U in k: ; as we have seenin Chap. VI that ki/k” U may be identified with the group D,(k)/P(k) of the divisorclassesof degree 0 of k, that index is h. Therefore y(G:) = h/(q - 1). Now, for each infinite place w of k, put G, = G, or G, = G, according as w is real or imaginary. Combining prop. 10 of 9 4, prop. 11 of 0 4, lemma 8, and prop. 12, we get for Re(s)> 1, @being chosen as explained above : (6)



zh,@i)=c,’WSP,n G,(s)n (1-q;“)- ‘, .BPS,



with ck as in prop. 12. By th. 2 of 5 5, the left-hand side can be continued analytically as a meromorphic function over the whole s-plane; as the same is true of the factors G,, it is also true of the last product in the right-hand side. This justifies the following definition:
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function



ik in the s-plane, given for



ilk(S)= nc1 -KS)-’ taken over all the finite places v of k, is called the Dedekind zeta-function ofk.



When @ is as above, its Fourier transform @’ is immediately given by th. 1 of § 2 and its corollary 2, combined with corollary 3 of prop. 2, 9 2, and propositions 4 and 5 of 0 2. This gives @‘b)=14Y2@(ay) where a is a differental idele attached to the basic character x. In view of the definition of Z(w, CD)by formula (4) of 5 4, we have now: Z(0, @‘)= [aI:‘” o(a)- ’ Z(0, @), hence in particular, for o = wS, i.e. w(x) = 1x1:: Z(Os,~‘)=lalY2-sZ(o,,~);



(7)



moreover, the value of IalA is that given in prop. 6 of 0 2. We are now ready to formulate our final results on the zeta-function. THEOREM 3. Let k be an algebraic number-field with rl real places and rz imaginary places. Call & its zeta-function, and write



Z,(s) = G, W GM2 lib). Then Z, is a meromorphic function in the s-plane, holomorphic except for simplepoles at s =0 and s= 1, and satisfies the functional equation Z,(s)=IDI +-“Z,(l-s) where D is the discriminant of k. Its residuesat s = 0 and s = 1 are respectively - ck and ID I- 1/2ck, with ck given by ck= 2” (2 ~n)‘~ h R/e, where h is the number of ideal-classesof k, R its regulator, and e the number of roots of 1 in k. This follows immediately from (6), (7), prop. 12, prop. 6 of 5 2, and from th. 2 of 5 5. COROLLARY.



The Dedekind zeta-function ck(s)has the residue IDI - ‘I2 ck



ats-1. This follows from th. 3 and the well-known fact that G,(l)=



G,(l)=



1.
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THEOREM 4. Let k be an A-field of characteristic p > 1; let F, be its field of constants and g its genus. Then its zeta-function can be written in the form



PK”) L(S)= (1 -q-“)(l-ql-“) where P is a polynomial of degree 29 with coefficients in Z, such that (8)



P(U)=qgu2gP(l/qu).



Moreover, P(O)= 1, and P(1) is equal to the number h of divisor-classes degree 0 of k.



of



In fact, corollary 6 of th. 2, 5 5, shows at once that s+o, has the same kernel as s + q-“, so that c,(s) may be written as R(q-“), where R is a meromorphic function in C”, with simple poles at 1 and at q- ‘. Moreover, corollary 1 of prop. 1, $1, shows that R(u) tends to 1 for u tending to 0, so that R is holomorphic there, and that R(0) = 1. We may therefore write R(u) = P(u)/( 1 - u)( 1 - q u), where P is an entire function in the u-plane, with P(O)= 1. Now (7), combined with (6) and with prop. 6 of 5 2, gives formula (8) of our theorem; clearly this implies that P is a polynomial of degree 29. Finally, corollary 7 of th. 2, $5, combined with prop. 12, gives P(1) = h. tj 7. L-functions. We will now extend the above results to arbitrary quasicharacters of G,; in order to do this, we adopt the following notations. Let w be any quasicharacter of G,; as we have seen in 90 34, we may write (o(=w,, with OER. For every v, we write w, for the quasicharacter of k,” induced on k,” by o. For every finite place U, we write pC(“)for the conductor of 0,; f(v) is 0 if and only if o, is unramified, hence, as we have seen in 9 4, at almost all finite places of k; when that is so, we write o,(x)=~x[;~ with s,EC; clearly we have then Re(s,)=a. At the infinite places of k, we can apply prop. 9 of Q3; this shows that o, may be written as ~~(x)=x-~Ixl~~ if v is real, with A=0 or 1 and s,EC, and as 0,(x)=x -Ajl-B(~X)SV if v is imaginary, with inf(A,B)=O and s,EC; in the former case we put N, = A, and we have Re(s,) = N,>+ c, and in the latter case we put N, = sup(A, B), and we have Re(s,) = (N$2) + cr. As the connected component of o, in the group Q(G,) of the quasicharacters of G,, consists of the quasicharacters w,o for SEC, the integers f(v), N, have the same values for all the quasicharacters in that component. They are all 0 if w is principal, or, more generally, if o is trivial on the group U of the ideles (z,) such that lzvJv= 1 for all places u of k; the structure of the group of the quasicharacters with that property can easily be determined by the method used in the proof of th. 9, Chap. IV-4.
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Furthermore, with the same notations as above, we attach to w a standard function @,= n @” on k,, as follows. For each finite place u where f(v)=O, i.e. where o, is unramified, we take for GV, as before, the characteristic function of rv. For each finite place u where f(u)> 1, we take @” equal to o; 1 on r,” and to 0 outside r,” . At each infinite place v, we take @,(x)=xAexp(-XX’) if zi is real, and @,(x)=~~X~exp(-2zxX) if u is imaginary, the integers A, B being as explained above. Then @, will be called the standard function attached to w; it is clear that it does not change if o is replaced by wSo, with any SEC, and also that the function attached in this manner to 0, or to o-~=o-~~O, or to o.i=c~~w-~, is SQ. We need to know the Fourier transform of @,, or, what amounts to the same in view of th. 1 of § 2, those of the functions @” defined above. The latter are given by our earlier results except when u is a finite place where o, is ramified. For that case, we have: PROPOSITION 13. Let K be a p-field; let R be its maximal compact subring, P the maximal ideal of R, and o a quasicharacter of Kx with the conductor Ps, where f b 1. Let x be a character of K of order v, a the self-dual measure on K with reference to x, and let bE K” be such that ord,(b) = v+f. Let cpbe the function on K, equal to co- ’ on R ’ and to 0 outside R X. Then the Fourier transform of rp is



V’(Y)= k-moWV2



cp@y),



where ICis such that ICI?= 1 and is given by



K=mod,(b)-‘i2



Jm(x)-lX(b-lx)du(x). RX



By prop. 12 of Chap. 11-5, the dual of the K-lattice Pf in K is P-spy; as cp is constant on classes modulo Pf in K, prop. 2 of 5 2 shows that cp’ is 0 outside P- f-v = b- ’ R. The definition of q gives (9)



ul’(~)=RSxO(~)-~~(xy)du(x).



Obviously the measure induced by u on R” is a Haar measure on R” (this may also be regarded as a consequence of lemma 5, 0 4). Take y such that ord,(y) > -f- v + 1; then, by prop. 12 of Chap. 11-5, x-+x(x y) is constant on classes modulo Ps- ‘. Assume first that f = 1; then x(x y) = 1 on R, so that (9) is the integral of w-l d u on R ‘, which is 0 since o is a non-trivial character of the compact group R ‘. Assume now f > 1; then (9) is the sum of the similar integrals taken over the classes modulo Pf - 1 contained in R ‘, which are the same as the cosets of the subgroup 1 + Pl- ’ in R ’ ; since the definition of the conductor implies that w is non-trivial on 1 + Pf- ‘, the same argument as before gives again
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q’(y) = 0 in this case. Now take y = b- ’ u in (9), with UE R x ; substituting - ’ x for x we get cp’(b- r u) = m(u)cp’(b- ‘). This proves that cp’ is of the ;orm c cp(by) with ceCX. Applying to this Fourier’s inversion formula and lemma 1 of 9 2, we get c C= mod,(b). As c = cp’(b- ‘), we get for rc the formula in our proposition. It would be easy to verify directly that lclc = 1 when K is defined by that formula; moreover, as the integrand there is constant on classes modulo Ps in R, we can rewrite the integral as a sum over R/Pf; sums of that type are known as “Gaussian sums”. PROPOSITION 14. Let 6.1be a quasicharacter of G,, and @jWthe standard function attached to co. Then the Fourier transform of c@~,with reference to the basic character x of k,, is given by



where K= n IC”, K,EC and ICIER= 1 for all v, b=(b,)E ki, and K,,, b, are as fbllows. Let a=(a,) be a differental idele attached to x; then bv=av at each infinite place v, and, for each finite place v of k, ord,(b,a; ‘)=f (v). At every infinite place v of k, Tu=iCNu; at every jinite place v where f(v) = 0, IC,= 1; at all other places: K, = lbvl;“2



J u,(~)-~xo(b;‘x)da,(x), ‘” x where c(, is the self-dual Haar measure on k, with reference to xv.



This follows at once from prop. 13, propositions corollary 3 of prop. 2,s 2.



4 and 5 of 0 2, and



Let w be as in proposition rclb/A “‘o(b)Z(w’,@,,).



o-l.



COROLLARY.



Z(o,@,)=



14, and put CD’=ol



Then



For all o, by th. 2 of 0 5, Z(o, @,) is equal to .Z(o’,@‘), where @’ is as in prop. 14. Express Z(w’, aj’) by the integral in (4), $4, under the assumption that it is convergent, which, as one sees at once, amounts to CJ< 0. Expressing @’ by proposition 14, and making the change of variable z-+b-l z in that integral, one gets the right-hand side of the formula in our corollary. By th. 2 of 0 5, both sides can then be continued analytically over the whole of the connected component of o in Q(G,), so that the result is always true. Now apply prop. 10 of 4 4 to Z(w, @J; for c > 1, this gives an infinite product whose factors are all known to us except those corresponding to the finite places v of k where f (v) > 0; as to these, our choice of @,,makes it obvious that they are respectively equal to p”(rC). As in 9 6, put G, = G, when w is a real place, and G, = G, when it is an imaginary place. Taking into account prop. 11 of 5 4, lemma 8 of 5 6, and prop. 12 of Q6, we get, for o>l:
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Ww@,I=c; ’ n ‘Z,b,)n (I- q;‘“)-‘, WEP,



=+P



where P is the set consisting of the infinite places and of the finite places where f(u) > 0. For every place v of k, not in the set P which we have just defined, put l(u) = 4;““; these are the finite places where o, is unramified, and the definition of s,, for such places shows that we can also write this as L(v)=o,(n,), where rrn,is a prime element of k,, or even as 1(v) = ~(71,) if k,” is considered as embedded as a quasifactor in ki. Clearly we have WI = 41Y”. In (lo), replace now w by o,o, with SEC; as observed above, this does not change @,; it replaces the right-hand side of (10) by a product which is absolutely convergent for Re(s)> 1 - 6. As th. 2 of 0 5 shows that this can be continued analytically over the whole s-plane (as a holomorphic function if o is not principal), and as the same is true of the factors G, when they occur, we may now introduce a meromorphic function L(s, w), given, for Re(s) > 1 - (r, by the product



(11)



L(s,o)= n(l-n(U)q;s)-”



taken over all the finite places u where o, is unramitied. In order to formulate our final result in the case of characteristic 0, we introduce the ideal in r given by f = fl$“), which is called the conductor of o. THEOREM5. Let k be an algebraic number-field, and co a non-principal quasicharacter of G, = k;/k” , with the conductor f. Then A(s,o)=



fl



G,(s+s,).L(s,o)



WCP,



is an entire function of s, and satisfies the functional equation A(s,~)=/cco(b)(}Dj%(f))



3 -‘/I(l-s,w-l),



where K and b are as in proposition 14.



This is an immediate consequence of the corollary of prop. 14, when one replaces o in it by oSo, taking into account the definitions of a, b and f and the fact that jalA=lDl-‘. As it is well-known that T(s)-’ is an entire function, the same is true of the functions G,(s + s,)) ‘; therefore theorem 5 implies that L(s,w) is an entire function of s. According to their definition, the above functions do not depend essentially upon the choice of o in a given connected component of Q(G,); more precisely, they are independent of that choice, up to a translation in the s-plane, since, for every teC, L(s,o,o) is the same as
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L(s + t, o), this being also true for n(s, w). In view of corollary 2 of prop. 7, 9 3, one may therefore always assume, after replacing o by w - , (0 with a suitable teC if necessary, that o is a character of k;, trivial on k ’ and also on the group M defined in corollary 2 of th. 5, Chap. IV-4. The latter assumption can be written as 1(6,s,- NJ =O, where the sum is taken over the infinite places of k, s, and N, are as above, and 6,= 1 or 2 according as k, is R or C. Since this implies that w is a character, we have then cr= 0. On the other hand, if k is of characteristic p> 1, we introduce the divisor f = cJ( u) . u, and call this the conductor of w. Then : THEOREM 6. Let k be an A-field of characteristic p > 1; let F, be its field of constants, g its genus, and o a non-principal quasicharacter of G,= k;/k” with the conductor f. Then one can write L(s,o)= P(q-“,o), where P(u,o) is a polynomial of degree 2g - 2-t deg(f) in u; and we have



where K and b are as in proposition 14.



The fact that we can write L(s,w)= P(q-‘,w), where P(u,w) is holomorphic in the whole u-plane, is proved just as the corresponding fact in theorem 4. The last formula in our theorem is then an immediate consequence of the corollary of prop. 14 when one replaces o by o,w there, provided one takes into account the definitions of a, b and f and the fact that jal,=q2-2g. Then that formula shows that P(u,o) is a polynomial whose degree is as stated. Here again one will observe that, for teC, P(u,o,o) is the same as P(q-‘u,o). In this case, we have written k; = ki x M, where (if one takes corollary 6 of th. 2, Q5, into account) M is the subgroup of ki generated by an element z1 such that IzlIA=q, i.e. such that div(z,) has the degree - 1. Then corollary 2 of prop. 7, 4 3, shows that, after replacing co by o-,o with a suitable t EC, if necessary, one may assume that o(zJ = 1; the corollary in question shows also that o is then a character of ki, i. e. that 0 = 0; furthermore, if one combines it with lemma 4 of 0 3, and with the obvious fact that in the present case the group k;, hence also the groups k:, Gk, G: are totally disconnected, it shows that o is then a character of finite order of k; . 0 8. The coefficients of the L-series. When an Euler product such as the right-hand side of (11) is given, the question arises whether it can be derived from a quasicharacter w of ki/k”. The answer to this, and to a somewhat more general problem which will be stated presently, depends on the following result:
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PROPOSITION 15. Let P be a Jinite set of places of k, containing P,; let G, be the subgroup of k;, consisting of the ideles (z,) such that zV= 1 for all VEP. Then k” G, is densein k;.



Put k,= nk,, the product being taken over the places VEP; write A, for the subgroup of k, consisting of the adeles (x,) such that x,.=0 for all VEP; then k,= k, x A, and ki = k; x G,, and our assertion amounts to saying that the projection from k; onto ki maps k” onto a dense subgroup of k;. In fact, ki is an open subset of kp, and its topology is the one induced by that of k,; our assertion follows now at once from corollary 2 of th. 3, Chap. IV-2, which shows that the projection from k, onto k, maps k onto a dense subset of k,. From prop. 15, it follows at once that a continuous representation UJ of k; into any group r, trivial on k”, is uniquely determined when its values on the groups k,” are known for almost all v. In particular, if r = C” , or more generally if r is such that every morphism of k; into r is trivial on r,” for almost all v, o is uniquely determined when the o(n,) are given for almost all v. Clearly every finite group r has that property, since the kernel of every morphism of k; into a finite group is open in k; and therefore contains nri for some P; the same is true of every group f without arbitrarily small subgroups, for the same reason for which it is true for r = C x. Another case of interest is given by the following: PROPOSITION 16. Let K be a p-field, and assumethat k is not of characteristic p. Then every morphismcoof k; into K” is trivial on r-z for almost all v, and is locally constant on k,” whenever k, is not a p-field.



As k is not of characteristic p, we have IpI,= 1 for almost all v, and then k, is not a p-field. As every morphism of a connected group into a totally disconnected one must obviously be trivial, o is trivial on kc when k,= C, and on R; when k,=R. Call R the maximal compact subring of K, and P its maximal ideal. Let v be any finite place of k such that k, is not a p-field; let m>, 1 be such that o maps 1+ py into 1+ P. For every n 20, by prop. 8 of Chap. 11-3, every ZE l+ pr can be written as zfp” with Z’E 1 + p;; therefore o(z) is in (1 + P)““, hence in 1 + P”+ 1 by lemma 5 of Chap. I-4; as n is arbitrary, this shows that o is trivial on 1 +p;, hence locally constant on kz. By th. 7 of Chap. I-4 if K is of characteristic p, and by that theorem and prop. 9 of Chap. II-3 if it is of characteristic 0, there are only finitely many roots of 1 in K, and we can choose v > 0 so that there is no root of 1, other than 1, in l+ P’. Take a neighborhood of 1 in k; which is mapped into 1 +P’ by w ; as this contains r,” for almost all v, we see now that, for almost all v, o is trivial on 1 + pVand also on the group of all roots of 1 in k,, and therefore on r “, .
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For every finite set P of places of k, containing P,, we will write Gb= flrz; this is an open subgroup of the group G, defined in prop. 15 ; UP it consists of the ideles (z,) such that z”= 1 for u EP, and z, E rz, i. e. lzvlV= 1, for u not in P; if r is any group with the property described above, and o is any morphism of ki into r, there is a set P such that o is trivial on G’p and therefore determines a morphism 40of G,/Gb into r; if at the same time o is trivial on k”, prop. 15 shows that o is uniquely determined by cp. We will discuss now the conditions on cp for such a morphism o to exist. If k is an algebraic number-field, and P is as above, we will say that a fractional ideal of k is prime to P if no prime ideal p,, corresponding to a place UEP, occurs in it with an exponent # 0. Similarly, if k is of characteristic p > 1, we say that a divisor is prime to P if no place VEP occurs in it with a coefficient # 0. We will write Z(P) (resp. D(P)) for the group of the fractional ideals of k (resp. of the divisors of k) prime to P. Clearly the morphism z+id(z) of ki onto Z(k) (resp. the morphism z+div(z) of ki onto D(k)) determines an isomorphism of Gp/Glp onto Z(P) (resp. D(P)), which may be used to identify these groups with each other, or, what amounts to the same, with the free abelian group generated by the places of k, not in P. In particular, every mapping u-+,?(v) of the set of these places into a commutative group f can be uniquely extended to a morphism cp of Z(P) (resp. D(P)) into r; then qo(id) (resp. qo(div)) is a morphism of G, into r, trivial on Gb. PROPOSITION 17. Let cp be a morphism of Z(P) (resp. D(P)) into a commutative group Z; for each VEP, let g, be an open subgroup of k,“, contained in r,” whenever v is finite. Then the morphism qo(id) (resp. cpo(div)) of G, into Z can be extended to a morphism w of ki into Z, trivial on k X, if and only if one can j?nd, for every VEP, a morphism I/J, of gv into Z, so that cp(id(t)) (resp. qP(div(e- 1. In particular, if d =O, e = 1, so that K’ is unramified over K. The converse is also true ; this will be a consequence of the following results: PROPOSITION 2. Let K’ be unramified over K; call p, p’ the canonical homomorphismsof R onto k = R/P, and of R’ onto k’= R’IP’, respectively. Then, for x’ ER’, we have



p(Wx'))



= 7+ktik(~'(x')),



p(N(x'))=



NkrIk(~'(x')).
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As in th. 7 of Chap. I-4 and its corollaries, call M” the group of roots of 1 of order prime to p in K’; by corollary 2 of that theorem, K’ is cyclic of degree f over K, and its Galois group is generated by the Frobenius automorphism, which induces on M’ x the permutation p +@. In view of corollary 2 of th. 2, Chap. I-l, this amounts to saying that the automorphisms of K’ over K determine on k’= R’/P’ the automorphisms which make up its Galois group over k. Our conclusion follows at once from this, the formulas Tr(x’) = x&(x’), N(x’) = n&(x’) and the similar ones for k and k’, i.e. from corollary 3 of prop. 4, Chap. 111-3, applied first to K and K’, and then to k and k’. PROPOSITION 3. Let K’ be unramijied over K. Then Tr maps P” surjectively onto P” for every v EZ, and N mapsR’ ’ surjectively onto R x.



Let k, k’ be as in prop. 2. As k’ is separable over k, Trk.,k is not 0; the first formula in prop. 2 shows then that the image Z?(R) of R’ under Tr is not contained in P; as it is contained in R by prop. 1, aAd as it is an Rmodule since R’ is an R-module and Tr is K-linear, it is R. As K’ is unramified, a prime element n of K is also a prime element of K’ ; therefore, for VE Z, P“ = rc”R’. As Tr is K-linear, we get Tr(P’“)=~‘Tr(R’)=~‘R=



P’.



As to the norm, put GO=RX, Gb=R’“, G,=l+P’and G:=l+P’” for all v z 1. The last assertion in prop. 1 shows that, for every v > 1, N maps G; into G,, and also, in view of what we have just proved about the trace, that it determines on Gk/G:+ I a surjective morphism of that group onto of K’ G,/Gv + 1. On the other hand, call cp the Frobenius automorphism over K, and p a generator of the group M’ ’ of the roots of 1 of order prime to p in K’; then p is of order q’ - 1, i.e. d - 1, and its norm is given by f-1 f-1 N@)= LFo @Pi$ ~4i=~1+9+...+qf-‘=CL((lf-l)/(q--1); clearly this is a root of 1 of order q - 1, hence a generator of the group M x of roots of 1 of order prime to p in K. As M ’ is a full set of representatives of cosets modulo G, = 1+ P in G, = R x, this shows that N determines on CL/G’, a surjective morphism of that group onto G,/G,. Now, for every X&RX, we can determine inductively two sequences (x,), (xi) such that, for all VBO, x,EG,,, x:EG:, N(x:)~x,G,+i and x,+i=N(x:)-‘x,. Then, for y:=xbx; . ..x\-~. we have N(y:)=x,x;‘. Clearly the sequence (y:) tends to a limit y’~ R’“, and N(y’) = x0. COROLLARY. Let K’ be any extension of K of finite degree. Then the dqferent of K’ over K is R’, i.e. d = 0, if and only if K’ is unramijied over K.
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Proposition 3 shows that d = 0 if K’ is unramified over K. Conversely, if d = 0, K’ is separable over K, and then, as we have already observed above, corollary 1 of prop. 1 gives e= 1. PROPOSITION 4. Let K’ be separable over K, and let P’d be its dijjferent over K. Then, for every VEZ, the image of P’” under Tr is P”, where p is such that e~



ord,.(x’)+d



- e + 1.



In fact, if we put v = ord,.(x’), and if we define p as in proposition 4, the left-hand side of the inequality in our corollary is > ep by that proposition, and the definition of p shows that this is > v + d - e. COROLLARY 2. Tr(R’)=



R if and only if d =e-



1.



In fact, by proposition 4, p= v =0 implies d l. Take any p>2d, and put v=ep-d. By prop. 4, Tr(P’“) = P’ ; moreover, we have e(p - 1) > 2d, hence 2 v > e@ + l), hence P l2V c+“~R’, and therefore KnP’2’cP P+l . That being so, the last part ofprop. 1 shows, firstly, that N maps G: into G,, and secondly that it determines a surjective morphism of G: onto GJG,, i. Take now any xOeGp; we can choose inductively two sequences (xi), (xi), so that, for all i>O, x~EG~+~,x~EG~+,~, N(xi)~x~G,+~+, andxi+,=N(x:)-‘xi.Then,putting y;=x;x; . . . xi, we have N(y:) =xOxi+, - ‘. Clearly the sequence (y;) converges to a limit y’~Gk, and N(y’)= xb. This shows that N maps G: onto G,, which proves our proposition, since the groups G,, G:, for p > 2 d, v = ep - d, make up fundamental systems of neighborhoods of 1 in K”andinK’” , respectively. By using corollary 2 of prop. 4, Chap. I-4, and the results of Chap. 111-3, it would be easy to show that the conclusion of our proposition remains valid for any extension K’ of K of finite degree, separable or not. Obviously it is also valid for R-fields. 5 2. Calculation of the different. Let assumptions and notations be as in 9 1. When K’ is regarded as a vector-space of dimension n over K, R’ is a K-lattice, to which we can apply th. 1 of Chap. 11-2. This shows that there is a basis {a 1,..., a,} of K’ over K, such that R’=xRq. Now assume that K’ is separable over K, so that Tr is not 0; then, by lemma 3 of Chap. 111-3, we may identify K’, as a vector-space over K, with r; $ebraic dual, by putting [x’, y’] = ZI-(x’y’); the dual basis {a,,. . ,p,} , . . , cr,} is then the one given by Tr(aiBj) = 6ij for 1 < i,j < n.
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PROPOSITION 6. Let K’ be separable over K; call D=Pd its dijJferent. Let (aI,..., CL,}be a basis of K’ over K such that R’ =c Rai, and let {B l,...,/?n} be th e basis of K’ ouer K given by Tr(ctifij) = hijfor 1 < i,j< n. Then D-‘=P’-d=CRfii.



In fact, take any x’ER’, any ~‘EK’, and write x’=Cxiai and y’=cyipi with X,ER and yieK for 1 0 in the latter sum is the group (Z/p,,,Z) x is exactly of order P’+r ; in particular, for each i, all the p+ are distinct. Therefore, choosing an integer p such that P>r, we may, for each i, choose an integer v,>n+p--2 such that the prime pi =P+~ does not divide any of the integers a,, . . . ,a,. For each i, the group (Z/p, Z) ’ is cyclic of order pi - 1, and the image of a, in that group has the order P+ r; call xi a generator of the group of characters of that group; call 1’1 the highest power of 1 dividing pi - 1; put p=Ai-vi+n+p-2, m=l-‘(pi-l) and x:=x:; clearly Li>vi, so that ~L>O; then xf is a character of order P, and it is easily verified that ~:(a~) is a root of 1 of order P+P- ‘. For each i, extend xi to a multiplicative character $i modulo pi on Z, as explained above; let M be an integer such that P is a multiple of the order of all the xf, hence of all the ei. As each pi is prime to all the aj, we can then write with bijeZ, for 1~ i,j< r; moreover, for each i, the highest power of 1 dividing bii is 1M-n-p+1. Now consider the EM’ characters



with 0 of k,, so that A, belongs to the latter class. Therefore, by the definition of the Hasse invariant, we have, for all u :



On the other hand, let k’ be an rxtension of k of finite degree; A being any simple algebra over k, put A’ = A 0, k’ ; let w be a place of k’, and zi the place of k lying below w. The transitivity properties of tensor-products show at once that the algebra (A’), = A’@,. k; over k:, may be identified with A,O,vkk; therefore, by corollary 2 of th. 2, Chap. X11-2, we have h,(A’) = h”(A)“‘“’ if n(w) is the degree of k: over k,. In particular, in view of what has been said above, A’ is trivial if and only if h,(A)“(“‘) = 1 for every place w of k’. PROPOSITION 5. For any XEX,,



let L be the cyclic extension of k



attached to x. Let A be a simple algebra over k. Then the following assertions are equivalent: (i) A, is trivial; (ii) for every place v of k, and every place h,(A) some place



w of L above v, the degree of L, in the group C ’ ; (iii) A is similar t9~ k” ; (iv) there is z= (z,) in k;, u of k. Moreover, if 0 is as in (iii)



over k, is a multiple of the order of to a cyclic algebra [L/k; x, 01 with such that h,(A)=(x,, z,), for every and z as in (iv), 8- 1z iS in NLlk(Li).



The equivalence of(i) and (ii) is a special case of what has just been proved above; that of (i) and (iii) is contained in prop. 9 of Chap. 1X-4. Assume (iii); then, by (4), (iv) is satisfied if we take z= 8. Now assume (iv); then the order of h,(A) divides that of xv, which, by prop. 1 of 0 1, is equal to the degree of L, over k, for every place w of L lying above u, so that (ii) is satisfied. Finally, let 6’ be as in (iii), z as in (iv), and put z’= 8- ‘z; by (4), we have then (x,,.z:),= 1 for all u; by prop. 10 of Chap. 1X-4, and prop. 1 of 5 1, this implies that, if w is any place of L above u, z: is in N L,,k,(Lz). For each place u of k, choose t,,,ELz, for all the places w of L lying above u, so that z\ = iVLwIk, (t,) for one of these places, and t, = 1 for all the others; as lzL10= 1 for almost all v, this implies that 1t,l, = 1 for almost all w, so that t = (t,) is in Li ; then we have z’= NLlk(t). We will now use proposition 5 in order to show that every simple algebra A over k is similar to one of a very special type. For this, we require two lemmas. LEMMA 4. Let k be of characteristic p > 1. For every place v of k, let v(v) be an integer > 1, such that v(u) = 1 for almost all v. Then there is a
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constant-field extension k’ of k such that, if v is any place of k and w a place of k’ above v, the degree of k:, over k, is a multiple of v(v). Let F = F4 be the field of constants of k. For a place v of k of degree d(v) the module of k, is qd(‘); therefore, by corollary 3 of th. 7, Chap. I-4, if k’:, contains a primitive root of 1 of order qdcuJf- 1, its degree over k, must be a multiple off: The condition in lemma 4 will therefore be satislied if we take for k’ a constant-field extension of k whose degree over k is a multiple of all the integers d(v)v(v) corresponding to the finitely many places v where v(u) > 1. LEMMA 5. Let k be of characteristic 0. For every place v of k, let v(v) be an integer > 1, such that v(v) = 1 for almost all v, v(v) = 1 or 2 whenever v is real, and v(v) = 1 whenever v is imaginary. Then there is an integer m > 1 and a cyclic extension Z of Q, contained in the extension Q(E) generated by a primitive m-th root E of 1, with the following properties: (a) if v is any place of k, and w a place, lying above v, of the compositum k’ of k and Z, the degree of k; over k, is a multiple of v(v); (b) lrnl”= 1 whenever v is a finite place of k and v(v)> 1. To begin with, let Z be any extension of Q, and let k’ be its compositurn with k. Let v be any place of k, w a place of k’ lying above v, u the place of Z lying below w, and t the place of Q lying below u. Then k,, Z, and Q, are respectively the closures of k, Z and Q in kk, so that t also lies below v. We have: [k:,:k,]=[k:,:Z,].[Z,:QJ[k,:Q,]-’; therefore,



if we put



and if [Z,:Q,] is a multiple of v’(v), [kk: k,] will be a multiple of v(v). Now, for every finite place t of Q above which there lies some place v of k where v(v) > 1, call n(t) some common multiple of the integers v’(v) for all the places v of k above t ; for all other finite places t of Q, put n(t) = 1; put n(a) = 2, this being a multiple of v’(v) for every infinite place v of k, as one sees at once. Then m and Z, in our lemma, will satisfy our requirements if [Z, : Q,] is always a multiple of n(t) and if lmlt = 1 when t # co, n(t)> 1; in other words, it is enough to prove our lemma for k=Q. Call then p 1, . . . , p,. the rational primes p for which n(p) > 1; apply lemma 3 of 4 2 to the integers ai =pi, ni = n(pJ; we get a multiplicative character tj on Z, modulo some integer m, such that (/I ( - 1) = - 1 and that, for each i, $(p,) is a root of 1 whose order is a multiple of n(p,). As $(x) = 0 when x is not prime to m, m is then prime to all the pi, which is the same as to say that Iml, = 1 when n(p) > 1. Let then x be the character of (Z/m Z) x deter-
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mined by ti; consider this as a character of the Galois group of Q(E) over Q, Ebeing a primitive m-th root of 1, and call 2 the cyclic extension of Q attached to x; then corollary 1 of prop. 4,§ 1, shows that m and 2 satisfy all the requirements in our lemma. THEOREM 2. If A is any simple algebra over k, we have nh”(A)= ” the product being taken over all the places v of k.



1,



If k is of characteristic p > 1, prop. 5 and lemma 4 show that A is similar to a cyclic algebra [k//k; x, 01, where k’ is a constam-field extension of k, x a character attached to k’, and 6E kx . Then x is in X,, where X, is asdefined in 0 1, and our conclusion follows at once from (4) and corollary 2 of prop. 3,§ 1. If k is of characteristic 0, we apply prop. 5 and lemma 5, taking for v(v), in the latter lemma, the order of h,(A) in C x ; this shows that A is similar to a cyclic algebra [k’/k; x’, 01, where k’ is as in lemma 5, x’ is any character attached to k’, and 0E kx . By (4), what we have to prove is that (x’, 0), = 1. Let m and Z be as in lemma 5; then we can take x’= xop, where p is the restriction morphism of the Galois group of Q over k into that of Q over Q, and x is a character of the latter group attached to Z. Call v 1,. .. ,uM all the places of k lying above somerational prime dividing m; for each i, choose a place wi of k’ lying above vi; call w;, .. ., w;Vall the places of k’, other than the wi, lying above some vi; for each i, call ki, k; the completions of k at ui, and of k’ at wi, respectively; for each j, call k; the completion of k’ at wi. By condition (b) in lemma 5, and in view of our choice of the v(v), we have hoi(A) = 1 for all i; by (4), prop. 1 of 0 1, and prop. 10 of Chap. 1X-4, this implies that, for each i, we can write O=Nkilki(zi) with ziE k; ‘. By corollary 2 of th. 3, Chap. IV-2, there is an element c of k’ whose image in k;, for 1 d id M, is arbitrarily close to zi, and whose image in k;, for 1 1, corollary 3 of prop. 3, Q 1, together with lemma 1 of 9 1, shows that condition [III(b)] of Chap. XII-l is satisfied by taking for x, in that condition, a character attached to the constant-field extension of degree n of k; it also shows that the group denoted by X, in Q 1, and consisting of the characters attached to the constant-field extensions of k, is now the same as the group which was so denoted in Chap. XII-l. In that case, we can now apply corollary 2 of prop. 2, Chap. XII-l, which shows that the canonical morphism a maps k: onto the subgroup ‘%I0 of ‘?I corresponding to the union k, of the constant-held extensions of k; similarly, if k is of characteristic 0, prop. 1 of Chap. XII-l shows that a maps k; onto ‘$I. If we call again U, the kernel of a, it contains k x, and, if k is of characteristic p > 1, corollary 2 of prop. 2, Chap. XII-l, shows now that U, c k:; on the other hand, if k is of characteristic 0 and if the subgroup kz + of ki is defined as in (i 1, U, contains the closure of kx ki + . In $8, it will be shown that U, is that closure if k is of characteristic 0, and that otherwise U, = k x. We will now reformulate prop. 4 of Chap. XII-l for the pairing between X, and G, defined above. Let k’ be a cyclic extension of k. Then 5+5”, for every 1~6, and t+Nk,,,JQ are polynomial mappings of k’, into k’ and into k respectively, when k’ is regarded as a vector-space over k, and we have NkP,k(tl)=Nk,,k(t) for all O which generates it. As explained in 4 1, if Eis a primitive m-th root of 1 in Q, we identify the Galois group g of Q(E) over Q with (Z/mZ)x, and every character x of g with a character of the Galois group 8 of Q over Q, or, what amounts to the same, with a character of the Galois group 9I of Qab over Q. Of course Q(E)c Qai, for all m. THEOREM 3. For any m> 1, let E be a primitive m-th root of 1 in 0, and let g=(Z/mZ)” be the Galois group of Q(E) over Q. Then X+Xoa is an isomorphismof the group of the characters x of g onto the group of the characters of Qz, trivial on Q x x R :, whoseconductor divides m.



Call r the latter group. Call P the set consisting of cc and of the primes p dividing m; for each prime PEP, put gp= l+ p’Z,, where p’ is the highest power of p dividing m; call H the subgroup of Q; consisting of the ideles (z,) such that z, >O, zpEgp for every prime PEP, and z,EZ,X for p not in P. Then r is the group of the characters o of Qi which are trivial on Qx and on H. Put gm=Rx and g= ng,, the latter product being taken over all VEP; as in Chap. VII-g, call G, the subgroup of Qi consisting of the ideles (z,) such that z,= 1 for all VEP; as g x G, is an open subgroup of Q;, and as Q ’ G, is dense in Qi by prop. 15, Chap. VII-8, we have Qi = Q ’ *(g x Gp). The morphism r of Q; onto Qx defined in the proof of lemma 6 maps g x G, onto the subgroup Q’“” of Q ’ consisting of the fractions a/b, where a, b are in Z and are prime to m; the kernel of the morphism of g x G, onto Q(“‘) induced by r is the group H defined above. As every character in r is trivial on H, this implies that, for any OET, there is a character x of Q(*) such that Xor coincides with o on g x G,. Then, if aEZ and a = 1 (m), we have aeg x G, and r(a) = a, hence x(a) = o(a) = 1. Therefore x determines a character of (Z/m Z) ’ ; this being also denoted by x, and being regarded as a character of g, hence of 8, corollary 2 of prop. 4, 5 1, shows that (X,z)Q=X(r(z)) for all zeg’x G,, if g’ is a suitable open subgroup of g. This means that Xoa coincides with Xor, hence with o, on g’ x G,. As Q; = Q ’ .(g’ x GP) by prop. 15, Chap. VII-8, and as boa and o are both trivial on Q ‘, this proves that ~oa=o. Conversely, let now
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x be any character of g =(Z/mZ)x ; as in 4 1, consider this as a function on the set of all integers prime to m, and extend this to a character x of Qcm); then nor is a character of g x G,. Take ~EQ~ n(g x GP); then r(T)= 5, and one seesat once, as in the proof of corollary 3 of prop. 4,§ 1, that ~EQ(“‘) and x(t)= 1. Therefore nor is trivial on Q” n(g x G,), so that it can be uniquely extended to a character w of Q; = Q ’ ‘(g x Gp), trivial on Q ’ ; as Yis trivial on H, o is also trivial on H, so that it belongs to K As above, corollary 2 of prop. 4,§ 1, shows now that boa coincides with nor, hence with w, on g’ x Gp, if g’ is a suitable open subgroup of g; as above, this gives ~oa=o, which completes our proof. We seealso that boa coincides with nor, not only on g’ x G,, but even on g x G,; in other words, the conclusion of corollary 2 of prop. 4,§ 1, is valid provided zpEgp for every prime PEP; we will not formulate this as a separate result, but will use it in the proof of our next corollary. COROLLARY1. Let Ebe as in theorem 3; take any z=(z,.) in nZ; and put or=a(z))‘. Then there is an integer a such that agz,,+ mZ, for every prime p, and, for every such a, we have P = Ea. The condition on a can also be written as a = zp (p”) for every prime p dividing m, p” being the highest power of p dividing m; it is well known that these congruences have a unique solution modulo m (this may also be regarded as a special caseof corollary 1 of th. 1, Chap. V-2). As zpgZ i for all p, a is then prime to m; in particular, it is not 0. Put then z’ = a- i z; then zbggI, for all primes PEP; therefore, as shown at the end of the proof of theorem 3, we have x(a(z’))=x(r(z’)). As a is trivial on Q”, a(z’)=a(z)=a-‘; as r(a) = a and r(z) = 1, we get x(a) = x(a). As this is so for all characters x of g, it shows that the automorphism of Q(E) induced by c1is the one determined by E-E’. COROLLARY2. The kernel of the canonical morphism a for Q is Q” xR:, and a determines an isomorphism of nZz onto the Galois group 5Nof Qab over Q. In fact, we already knew that the kernel of a contains Q ’ x R;, and theorem 3 shows that it is contained in it. The last assertion follows now at once from lemma 6, and prop. 1 of Chap. XII-l. COROLLARY3. Qa,, is generated over Q by the roots of 1 in the algebraic closure Q of Q. Let K be the extension of Q generated by these roots, which is the same as the union of the fields Q(E) for all m> 1, where E is as in theorem 3. Let 23 be the subgroup of 9I corresponding to K. Then, if x is as in theorem 3, it is trivial on %),so that boa is trivial on a-‘(S). By theo-
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rem 3, a- ‘(23) must therefore be contained in Q ’ x Rt ; as this, by corollary 2, is the kernel of a, we must have % = (11, hence K=Qab.



0 5. The Hilbert symbol. The determination of the kernel of the canonical morphism in the general case depends on two results, corresponding to propositions 9 and 10 of Chap.XII-3. In this Q,we deal with the former one; this will require some preparations. By n, we will understand any integer > 1. LEMMA 7. Let G be a quasicompact group. Let y be a group of characters of G, all of order dividing n, and let X be the intersection of their kernels. Then every character of G, trivial on X, is in y. By lemma 2 of Chap. XII-l, applied to the endomorphism x+x” of G, G” is a closed subgroup of G, and G/G” is compact; therefore the subgroup of the dual of G, associated by duality with G”, is discrete; it consists of all the characters of G which are trivial on G”, i.e. whose order divides n. Consequently y is discrete, hence closed, in the dual of G. Our assertion follows now from the duality theory. PROPOSITION 6. Let K be a local field containing of 1. For x, y in K”, put (x,Y),,,~=(L,~,Y)P Then (YA”,,



= (X,Y)“i



n distinct n-th roots



l



for all x, y in K”; (K”)” is th e set of the elements y of K” such that 1, and if R is the maximal compact (~,y).,~= 1 for all xeKX; if mod,(n)= subring of K, the set of the elements y of K ’ such that (x, Y)~,~ = 1 for all XER~ is (K”)“R”. In view of our definitions in Chap. IX-5 and in Chap. X11-2, (~,y)~,~ is the same as q({x,y},), where q is as defined in corollary 2 of th. 1, Chap. X11-2; our first assertion is then nothing else than formula (12) of Chap. 1X-5. The second one is identical with prop. 9 of Chap. XII-3 if K is a p-field; it is trivial if K = C; it can be verified at once if K =R, since in that case our assumption, about the n-th roots of 1 being in K, implies that n = 2. As to the last assertion, the assumption mod,(n)= 1 implies that K is a p-field, with p prime to n. In view of our first formula, and of prop. 6 of Chap. X11-2, our assertion amounts to saying that xn,y is unramified if and only if y is in (Kx )” R ‘. Call q the module of K; our assumption about the n-th roots of 1 implies that n divides q - 1. In an algebraic closure K of K, take a primitive root [ of 1 of order n(q - 1). For any f 2 1, let K, be the unramified extension of K of degree f, contained in rf ; then [ is in K, if and only if n(q - 1) divides qf - 1, i.e. if and only if 1 +q +... + qf-’ ~0 (n); as q- 1 (n), this is so if and only
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if f=O (n). This shows that K([)=K,. Put E=Y; as this is a primitive (q- l)-th root of 1, it is in K. In view of the definitions of Chap. 1X-5, we have thus shown that x,,~ is an unramified character of order n, attached to K,; therefore, by prop. 5 of Chap. X11-2, it generates the group of the unramified characters of order dividing n. In particular, for YEK”, xn,, is unramified if and only if it is equal to (x,,,)” for some VEZ, i.e. if ye-” is in the kernel of the morphism x-+x,,,; as we have seen in Chap. 1X-5, that kernel is (K x)n. Consequently xn,y is unramified if and only if y is in the subgroup of K” generated by (K”)” and E. By prop. 8 of Chap. 11-3, (K x )” contains 1+ P; as R ’ is generated by 1+ P and E,our assertion is now obvious. COROLLARY.For every local field K containing n distinct n-th roots of 1, (XYY),,KNdefines a locally constant mapping of K” x K” into the group of the &th roots of 1 in C. This is obvious if K=R or C; if K is a p-field, it is an immediate consequence of proposition 6, and of the fact (contained in prop. 8 of Chap. II-3 if K is of characteristic p, since then n must be prime to p, and otherwise in the corollary of prop. 9, Chap. 11-3) that (K”)” is an open subgroup of K ‘, of finite index in K x. The symbol (x, y),, K may be said to determine a duality between the finite group K”/(K ‘), and itself, by means of which that group can be identified with its own dual. PROPOSITION 7. Let k be an ATfield containing n distinct n-th roots of 1. Then, jtir all z = (z,), z’ = (z:) in k;, almost all factors of the product (zt al = n (Z”, 4)n, k” taken over all the places v of k, are equal to 1; it defines a locally constant mapping of k; x k; into the group of the n-th roots of 1 in C, and satisfies (z,z’),=(z’,z); 1 for all z, z’. Moreover, (k;)” is the set of the elements z of k,: such that (z, z’), = 1 for all z’E k; . If k is of characteristic p> 1, our assumption about k implies that n is prime to p; consequently, in all cases,we have InI,= 1 for almost all v. As zV, z: are in rz for almost all v, our first assertion follows now at once from prop. 6; the same facts, combined with the corollary of prop. 6, show that (z,z’). is locally constant. By prop. 6, if z is in the kernel of all the characters z -+ (z, z’),, we must have Z,E (k;)” for all u; then, if we write z, = t”, with t,Ekz, the fact that z, is in t-c for almost all v implies the same for t,, so that t =(t,) is in kl and that z = t”. COROLLARY1. For every finite set P of places of k, containing all the places z’for which Inl,,# 1, put
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Then these are open subgroups oJ’ ki, and the set of the elementsz of ki such that (z,z’),=l for all z’EQ(P) (resp. for all z’EQ’(P)) is (k:)” Q’(P) (resp. (ki )” Q(P)). Concerning the definition of P, one should observe that InI,> 1 for every infinite place of k, so that P contains all these places. Then L?(P) is the same as the open subgroup of ki which was so denoted in Chap. IV-4; as we have seen above, (k:)” is open in k,” for all 0, so that Q’(P) is open in Q(P). The first set considered in our corollary consists of the ideles (z,) such that (z,,z:),,,” - 1 for all z, Ekz if IJEP, and for all z:,Er: if v is not in P. Our assertion follows now at once from prop. 6. The other set can be treated in the same manner. COROLLARY2. Let P be as in corollary 1, and assumealso that ki = = k”Q(P). Then (k” )“= k” n(k;)“SZ’(P). In this last relation, (k”)” is clearly contained in the right-hand side. Conversely, let 5 be an element of this right-hand side. Then, by corollary 1, (&z),= 1 for all ZESZ(P); by definition, this is the same as to say that Q(P) is in the kernel of the character z-+(x,,~,z)~ of ki. As that kernel contains k”, by the corollary of th. 2, 9 3, and as ki = k”Q(P), this implies that x,,< is trivial, hence that t~(k ‘)‘. The symbol (z,z’), defined in prop. 7 may be called the Hilbert symbol for k. As the last assertion of prop. 7 implies that (k;)” is a closed subgroup of ki, the main content of that proposition may be expressed by saying that the Hilbert symbol determines a duality between the group ki/(ki)” and itself, by means of which it can be identified with its own dual. As observed above, we have, for SEkX, zEki:



and therefore, by the corollary of th. 2,§ 3, (t,~)~= 1 for all 5, q in k”.



*



PROPOSITION8. Let k contain n distinct n-th roots of 1. Then k”(ki) is the set of the elementsz of kt such that (t,z),,= 1 for all [sky, and it contains the kernel U, of a. Call X, the set in question; it may also be described as the intersection of the kernels of the characters x,,< oa of k; for all t~k ‘; clearly it contains U,. As before, put G,= ki/k”; applying lemma 2 of Chap. XII-l to G, and to the endomorphism x+x” of G,, we see that k” (ki)” is a closed subgroup of ki with compact factor-group. Applying lemma 7 to G,, and to the group of the characters of G, determined by characters
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of k; of the form 1“, ro a with 5 Ek ‘, we see that every character of k;, trivial on X,, is of that form. Clearly X, contains k”(k;)“; as they are both closed in k;, our proposition will be proved if we show that there are arbitrarily small neighborhoods U of 1 in ki such that X, is contained in k x (k:)” U; we will choose U as follows. Let P, be a finite set of places of k, containing all the places v where lnlv # 1, and satisfying the condition in the corollary of th. 7, Chap. IV-4, i.e. such that k; = k”S;Z(P,) ; then every finite set of places P 3 P,, has these same properties. Take any such set P; take U = n U,, where U, is an arbitrary neighborhood of 1 in (k;)” for ueP, and U,= r,” for u not in P; clearly U is a neighborhood of 1 in ki and can be made arbitrarily small by suitable choices of P and the neighborhoods U, for ueP. One sees at once that (ki)” U is the same as (kL)nQ’(P), where Q’(P) is as defined in corollary 1 of prop. 7. What we have to prove is that X, is contained in the group W(P)= k” (ki )“Q’(P), or in other words that X, W(P)= W(P). By lemma 1 of Chap. XII-l, applied to G,=ki/k” and to the image of W(P) in G,, we see that W(P) has a finite index in ki; it will thus be enough to show that W(P) and X, W(P) have the same index in k;. The index of X, W(P) in k; is equal to the number of distinct characters of k;, trivial on X, and on W(P). Being trivial on X,, such a character must be of the form xn, 1. In corollary 1 of th. 3, Chap. X11-3, we have shown that the intersection of all the groups (kt)“, for a given finite place u of k, is (1) ; this same intersection is obviously C” if k,, = C, and R; if k,=R. Therefore the intersection of all the groups H”is kg,, so that U,nH is contained in kz+ : as it obviously contains it, this completes our proof. COROLLARY.For



every



place v of k, k,,.b is generated over k, by k,,.



This is trivial if k,=C, and it is obvious if k,=R, since then kv,abis C and is generated by a primitive 4-th root of 1 in k: Assume now that v is a finite place. The union k,,, of all unramified extensions of k, is generated over k, by roots of 1; therefore, if k’ is the subfield of k,,, generated over k, by kab, it contains k,,o. As in 9 1, let ‘$I, be the Galols group of kv,abover k,, and let p0 be the restriction morphism of ‘?I0 into cll. An automorphism c1of kv+,, over k, induces the identity on k’ if and only if it induces the identity on kab, i.e. if and only if p,(a) is the identity.
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Assume that this is so; then, as k, Oc k’, a is in the Galois group of Lb over k,, o, so that, by corollary 2 of th. 3, Chap. X11-3, it can be written as a= a,(z) with zeri. Then, by prop. 2 of 5 1, we have p,(a)= a(j&z)), where j, is the natural injection of k,” into k; ; if p,(m) is the identity, j”(z) must be in U,; taking for P, in proposition 13, a set containing U, we see now that a itselfmust then be the identity. This proves our corollary. As an example for the above corollary, we may apply it to the case k = Q; then, in combination with corollary 3 of th. 3, $4, it shows that, for every rational prime p, the maximal abelian extension of Qp, in an algebraic closure of Qp, is generated by all the roots of 1. This could also, of course, have been derived directly from the results of Chap. XII.



Q 9. The main theorems. The main results of classfield theory are either immediate consequences of those found above, or can be derived from them by following exactly the proofs given for the corresponding theorems in Chap. XII. THEOREM 6. If k is of characteristic 0, the canonical morphism a determines an isomorphism of ki/U, onto the Galois group 2l of kab over k, U, being the closure of kx kz + in k; ; if k is of characteristic p> 1, a determines a bijective morphism of ki/k” onto a densesubgroup of ‘2X,and an isomorphismof k:/k’ onto the Galois group 2I, of k,, over the union k, of all constant-field extensions of k.



The first assertion merely repeats part of prop. 1, Chap. XII-l, corollary 3 of th. 5, 0 8, being taken into account. The other assertions repeat part of corollary 2 of prop. 2, Chap. XII-l, and [II”] of Chap. XII-l, taking into account the fact that U,= kx and that ‘$I0 has been determined in $1. THEOREM 7. Let k’ be an extension of k of finite degree, contained in E; put L=k’nkab. Then, for zek;, a(z) induces the identity on L if and only if z is in kx Nkflk(kr).



The proof is identical to that of th. 4, Chap. X11-3, except that of course one must now make use of th. 5 of§ 8, instead of th. 3 of Chap. X11-3, and corollary 1 of th. 1, 0 1, instead of corollary 1 of th. 2, Chap. X11-2. COROLLARY 1. Assumptions and notations being as in theorem 7, call 23 the subgroup qf % corresponding to L. Then:



kx NtJL;)



= kx Nk,,,Jkax)= a- ‘(23).



The latter equality is a restatement of theorem 7. Applying theorem 7 to k’=L, we get k” NLIL(Li)=a-l(B).
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COROLLARY 2. For every extension L qf k of ,finite degree, contained in kab, call ‘B(L) the subgroup qf 2I corresponding to L, and put N(L)= = k”N,,,(L;). Then N(L)=a-‘(B(L)); B(L) is the closure of a(N(L)) in Iu; L consistsof the elementsof kah, invariant under a(z) jbr all ZEN(L), and a determines an isomorphism of ki/N(L) onto the Galois group ‘u/%(L) of L over k. Moreover, L+ N(L) mapsthe subfieldsof kab,qf ,jinite degree over k, bijectively onto the open subgroups of k;, of finite index in k; and containing k x. All this merely repeats prop. 3 of Chap. X11-1, the corollaries of th. 5, 0 8, being taken into account; one should notice here that, when k is of characteristic 0, the group k: + , being a product of finitely many factors isomorphic to R; or to C ’ , is generated by every neighborhood of 1 in that group, and is therefore contained in every open subgroup of k:. COROLLARY3. Notations being as in corollary 2, let r he the group of the characters of ‘?I, trivial on 23(L). Then the subgroup N(L) of ki associated with L is the intersection of the kernels of the characters w=;~oa of k; for XE~, and X-+Xoa is an isomorphism of r onto the



group y of the characters of k;, trivial on N(L). The first assertion is merely a restatement, in other terms, of the equality N(L)= a- ‘(B(L)); similarly, the second one is a restatement of the fact that a determines an isomorphism of ki/N(L) onto “u/%(L). COROLLARY4. Let x be any character of ‘u; then, if L is the cyclic extension of k attached to x, the subgroup N(L) associated with L is the kernel of the character o = xo a of ki . This is a special case of corollary 3, since here the group r of that corollary is the one generated by x. COROLLARY5. Let k and k’ be as in theorem 7; let M be a subfield of kab, of finite degree over k, and call M’ its compositum with k’. Let U= =k” Nhlik(Mi), U’=k” N,,,,,k,(MT) be the open subgroups of kJk and of kiX associated with the abelian extensions M of k, and M’ of k’, respectively, by corollary 2. Then U’ = NF,:( U). The proof is identical to that of corollary 3 of th. 4, Chap. X11-3. THEOREM8. Let k’ be an extension of k of finite degree, contained in kep; let a, a’ be the canonical morphismsof k; into 2X, and of kr into the Galois group W of k& over k’, respectively. Let t be the transfer homomorphism of 9L into ‘W, and j the natural injection of k, into ky . Then toa=a’oj.
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The proof is identical to that of th. 6, Chap. X11-5, except that here, of course, one must use th. 7, instead of th. 4 of Chap. X11-3.



&j10. Local behavior of abelian extensions. Let k be as above ; let u be any place of k; as in § 1, we choose an algebraic closure K, of k,, containing the algebraic closure E of k. If k’ is any extension of k of finite degree, contained in k; prop. 1 of Chap. III-1 shows that the subfield of K, generated by k’ over k, may be identified with the completion kk of k’ at one of the places w lying above u. If k’ is a Galois extension of k, with the Galois group g, we can apply corollary 4 of th. 4, Chap. 111-4, as we have already done in similar caseson earlier occasions. This shows that kk is a Galois extension of k,; if h is its Galois group over k,, the restriction morphism of h into g is injective and may be used to identify h with a subgroup of g; then the completions of k’ at the places of k’ lying above u are in a one-to-one correspondence with the cosets of h in g and are all isomorphic to k:. We now apply this to the case when k’ is abelian over k. Then, by corollary 2 of th. 7, § 9, its Galois group g is isomorphic to k;/U with U =N(k’)= k” NkPlk(ky), U being then an open subgroup of ki of finite index. More precisely, if 23 is the subgroup of the Galois group ‘%!I of k,, over k, corresponding to k’, the canonical morphism a determines an isomorphism of k;/U onto g=‘u/B. On the other hand, if k,, kk are as above, k; is an abelian extension of k,, with which corollary 2 of th. 4, Chap. X11-3, associates the open subgroup U,=N,,,,JkLx) of k,“. Call ‘?I”, as before, the Galois group of kr,ab over k,; call !?J” the subgroup of ‘Qlu,corresponding to kh; then the same corollary shows that the canonical morphism a, of k,” into ‘?I, determines an isomorphism of k,“/U, onto h = QIJ23,. The relation between these various groups is given by the following: PROPOSITION 14. Assumptions and notations being as above, the subgroup U, of k,“, associated with kk, is given by U,= k,” A U. If g is identified with k;/U by means of a, and 6 with k,/U, by means of a,, the restriction morphism of t, into g is the sameas the morphism of’ k,” /U, into k;fU determined by the natural injection ,j, of kz into k:, and the places of k’ which lie above v are in a one-to-one correspondencewith the cosetsof kz U in kz.



Take any z, Ek,” , and put c(= a,(~,). By prop. 2 of Q1, the automorphism of k,, induced by c(is P,(U) = a(z) with z = j”(zJ. As kk is generated by k’ over k,, czinduces the identity on ki if and only if p,(a) induces the identity on k’; in view of corollary 2 of th. 4, Chap. X11-3, and of corollary 2 of th. 7,§ 9, this amounts to saying that z, is in U, if and only if jU(zJ is
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in U, which we express by U, = k,” n U. The second assertion in our proposition follows at once from the same facts; they also imply that the image of h in g can be identified with that of k,” in k; jU, which is k,” U/U, and that g/h can be identified with ki/kz U. As we have recalled above, the places of k’ above v correspond bijectively to the cosets of h in g, hence also to those of k,” U in ki; this completes the proof. Our proposition and its proof remain valid when u is an infinite place, since theorem 4 of Chap. X11-3, and its corollaries, remain valid for R and C, as has been observed at the time. The relations between the various groups and morphisms considered above are illustrated by the following diagram.



Q”



k:



/ k;



+ ‘u”



,



k;lU q a



g2 -+2l



COROLLARY 1. Let y be the group of the characters of ki, trivial on U; let y,, be the group of the characters of k,“, trivial on U,. Then the mapping which, to every o~y, assignsthe character co, induced by o on k,“, is a surjective morphism of y onto y”, and the order of its kernel is equal to the number of places of k’ lying above v.



Clearly o+o, determines a morphism of y into y,. Every character of k,“, trivial on U,, can be uniquely extended to one of k,” U, trivial on U, and this can be extended to one of k;, which then belongs to y ; therefore the morphism in question is surjective. Its kernel consists of the characters of k;, trivial on kz U ; this is the dual group to k;,Ikz U; in view of the last assertion in proposition 14, its order is therefore as stated in our corollary. COROLLARY2. Assumptions being as above, assumealso that v is a finite place of k. Then the modular degreeJ and the order qf ramification
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e, of k:, over k, are given by f=[k,”



:r,X U,]=[k,”



U:r,” U],



e=[r,X U,: U,]=[rt



U: U].



By the corollary of prop. 6, Chap. X11-2, and corollary 2 of th. 4, Chap. X11-3, the maximal unramified extension of k, contained in k; is the one associated with the subgroup rz U, of k,“; the first part of our corollary follows from this at once; the second part is an immediate consequence of the first. COROLLARY 3. Assumptions being as in corollary 2, kh is unramijied over k, if and only if U 2 r,” ; when that is so, the automorphism of k’ over k, induced by the Frobenius automorphismof kk over k,, is the image in g=k;/U of any prime element 7tn,of k,, and it is an element of g of order f.



To say that kk is unramitied over k, is to say that e= 1, so that the first assertion is a special case of corollary 2. The second one follows at once from proposition 14, combined with corollary 4 of th. 1, Chap. X11-2, which says that a,(~,) is here the Frobenius automorphism of k; over k,. Notations being as in corollaries 2 and 3, we know from the corollary of prop. 3, Chap. VIII-l, that kk is unramified over k, if and only if its different over k, is rk. In view of the definitions of the different and of the discriminant in Chap. VIII-4, and of the fact that the completions of k’, at the places of k’ lying above v, are all isomorphic to k, it amounts to the same to say that k; is unramitied over k, if and only if v does not occur in the discriminant of k’ over k. By corollary 3 of prop. 14, this is so if and only if U I> r,: . This qualitative result can be refined into a more precise one, as follows: THEOREM 9. Let k’ be an extension of k of finite degree, contained in k,,; let U= k”N,,,,(ki’) be the subgroup of k; associated with k’, and call y the group of the characters of k;, trivial on U. For each wry, call f(o) the conductor of co. Then the discriminant a of k’ over k is given by ~=nfW,orby~= Cf( w 1, according as k is of characteristic 0 or not. OEY WEY



Let notations be the same as in corollary 2 of prop. 14; let p0 be the maximal ideal in the maximal compact subring r, of k,; call p,” the discriminant of k; over k,, and v the number of places of k’ lying above v. As the completions of k’ at these places are all isomorphic to k;, they all make the same contribution to the discriminant D, so that their total contribution is pi’ (resp. 6v.v). Let y, be defined as in corollary 1 of prop. 14; call ot, for 1 1. (b) Let R be the set of all the fields between k and kab, of finite degree over k; when k is of characteristic p > 1, let 53, be the set of all the fields between k, and kab, of finite degree over k,. Then corollary 2 of th. 7, 0 9, defines a one-to-one correspondence between U’ and 53, while, by the last assertion in th. 6, 9 9, and Galois theory, there is a one-to-one correspondence between u” and 53, when k is of characteristic p > 1. (c) As the open subgroups of any group are the kernels of its morphisms onto discrete groups, we may regard the open subgroups of k; in (a) as kernels of such morphisms, and describe these morphisms in terms of morphisms of the groups I(P), D(P), in the manner explained in Chap. VII-S. In order to reinterpret the results of Chap. VII-8 more conveniently for our present purposes, we will modify its notations as follows. As in Chap. VII-8, when P is any finite set of places of k, containing P,, we write G, for the group of the ideles (z,) of k such that z,= 1 for all UEP, and Glp for the group of the ideles (z,) such that zO= 1 for VEP, and z,Er,X, i.e. (zolv= 1, for v not in P. We will now write Lp for the free group generated by the places z, not in P, that group being written multiplicatively; this may be identified in an obvious manner with the group I(P) or D(P) of Chap. VII-8, according to the characteristic of k. We write 1, for the morphism of G, onto L,, with the kernel Glp, given by (z,)-+~zP) with Y(U) = ord,(z,); moreover, for every WV SEkX such that tar,” for all finite places UEP, we write pr(r)=nzY(“) W with p(u)=ord,(t) for u not in P.
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DEFINITION 1. A subgroup J of L, will be called a congruence group if one can find, for every VEP, an open subgroup g,, of kz , contained in rC when v is finite, such that pr(5) EJ for every {E n (k” ng,); the group g= ngU will th en be called a defining group for J. VEP



Clearly it would make no difference in this definition if the groups gv were restricted to be of the form 1 + pz with m > 1 for every finite VEP. PROPOSITION 15. Notations being as above, call U(P) the set of the open subgroupsof k; containing k” and containing rC for all v not in P. Then, for each UEU(P), the formula UnG,=l,‘(J) defines a congruence subgroup J = J( U, P) of L,; a group g = n go, where the g,, are as in definition 1, is a defining group for J if and only if it is contained in U; U is the closure of k” 1; ‘(J) in kj;, and the canonical homomorphismof k; onto k;/U determines an isomorphismof L,/J onto kill/. Moreover, U-r J( U, P) mapsU(P) bijectively onto the set of all congruence subgroups of LP. Take UeU(P); call o the canonical homomorphism of ki onto the discrete group r= k;/U; as the morphism of G, into r induced by w is trivial on Glp, it can be written as qolp, where cpis a morphism of L, into r; clearly the kernel of cp is J. By the corollary of prop. 17, Chap. VII-8, this implies that J is a congruence subgroup of L,; then, by prop. 17, Chap. VII-8, w is the unique extension of ‘pal, to ki, trivial on k ‘, and it is trivial on g if g is a group of definition for J, so that g c U when that is so. By prop. 15 of Chap. VII-& kx Gp is dense in ki ; this implies that (PO1, maps G, surjectively onto f, so that cp(L,) = f, and also that Un(k x GP) is dense in U; this is the same as k ’ . (UnG,), i.e. k ’ 1; l(J). Conversely, let J be any congruence subgroup of L,, and call rp the canonical homomorphism of L, onto the discrete group r= L,/J; again by prop. 17 of Chap. VII-S, (~01, can be uniquely extended to a morphism o of k; into r, trivial on k” ; if then U is the kernel of w, we have LIEU(P) and J= J(U, P). Finally, if the groups gv are as in def. 1, and if g = n go, every (E n (k” ng,) is in g x G,, so that, if g c U, the projection of 4 onto G, is in UnG,, and the image of that projection in L,, which is the same as pr(t), is in J; thus y is then a defining group for J. COROLLARY 1. Notations being as in proposition 15, let P’ be a finite set of places of k, containing P. Then, if J is any congruence subgroup of L,, J’ = JnL,, is a congruence subgroup of L,.; if J = J(U, P) with LIEU(P), J’= J(U,P’). Here it is understood that L,. is to be regarded as a subgroup of L,, in the obvious manner, for P’I P. Clearly, then, U(P)cU(P’). If now UeU(P) and UnG,=l; ‘(J), it is obvious that UnG,f=l;rl(J’) with J’=JnL,.; our corollary follows at once from this and proposition 15.
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COROLLARY 2. Let P P’ be two finite setsof places of k, containing P,; let J, J’ be congruence subgroups of L, and of L,,, respectively. Then k” IpI and k” lp’l(J’) have the sameclosure U in ki if and only if there is a finite set P”, containing P and P’, such that JnL,..= J’nL,!,; when that is so, the same is true for all finite sets P” containing P and P’, and U is in U(PnP’).



Call U, U’ the closures of the two sets in question; then, by proposition 15, J = J(U, P) and J’ = J(U’, P’). If U = U’, it follows at once from proposition 15 that U is in U(PnP’); therefore, by corollary 1, if P”xPuP’, JnL,.. and J’nL,.. are both the same as J(U,P”). On the other hand, if there is P” and J” such that P”x PUP’ and J”= JnL,,, = = J’nL,.., corollary 1 gives J”= J(U, P”) = J( U’,P”), hence U = U’ by proposition 15. When two congruence groups J, J’ are as in corollary 2, one says that they are equivalent. Since every open subgroup U of ki, containing k”, belongs to U(P) when P is suitably chosen, it is now clear that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set U of all such groups and the set of equivalence classesof congruence groups. Therefore the one-to-one correspondence between U and R (resp. 52~3,) mentioned above under (b) determines a similar correspondence between fi (resp. RuJI,) and the equivalence classesof congruence groups. This will now be described more in detail. To begin with, it is obvious, from proposition 15 and its corollaries, that, when an equivalence class of congruence groups is given, there is a smallest set P such that this class contains a congruence subgroup J of L,; in fact, if U is the open subgroup of ki corresponding to that class, P consists of the infinite places, and of the finite places v such that r,” is not contained in U; if we write U, = Un kz for all v, this is the same as to say that rz is not contained in U,. Similarly, there is then a largest defining group for J; this is n go, where go= U, for every infinite place, and go= U,nr~ for every finite VEP. When one considers only defining groups for which gVis of the form 1+ p,” with m3 1 when v is finite, one must then take, for each such VEP, the smallest integer m(v) 3 1 such that 1+ p,“‘“’ is contained in U,. If k is of characteristic p> 1, the divisor xm(v).v is then called “the conductor” of U and of every congruence group equivalent to J. If k is of characteristic 0, one puts m(u)=0 or 1, for each real place v of k, according as U, is R” or R; ; one puts m(u)=0 for all imaginary places u of k; attaching then a symbol p,, called an “infinite prime”, to each infinite place v of k, one calls the symbol 11~;“’ ” the conductor” of U, of J, and of the congruence VEP



groups equivalent to J.
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In the case of characteristic p> 1, it is obvious that a congruence subgroup J of L corresponds to an open subgroup U of ki if and only if it consists of divisors of degree 0 when L, is identified with the group D(P) of divisors prime to P. From now on, this case will be excluded; in other words, when the characteristic is not 0, we consider exclusively open subgroups of ki of finite index in ki, abelian extensions of k of finite degree, and congruence groups which contain at least one divisor of degree # 0. This being understood, we can make useof prop. 14 of 5 10 and its corollaries. In particular, if k’ is the abelian extension of k corresponding to the open subgroup U of k;, corollary 4 of that proposition shows that U contains rz if and only if k; is unramitied over k, for all w above u, i.e. if and only if v does not occur in the discriminant ID of k’ over k. We will write d for the set consisting of the infinite places of k and of those occurring in the discriminant a; then there is a congruence subgroup J of L,, corresponding to U, if and only if PI A. As to the conductor of U, if we leave aside the infinite places. it is, in an obvious sense,sup,,), (f(w)) if notations are as in th. 9 of 4 10; as to the infinite places, the proof of the corollary of th. 10, 5 10, shows that such a place occurs in the conductor if and only if it is real and the places of k’ lying above it are imaginary. Before discussing the relation between the congruence groups associated with U and the Frobenius automorphisms, we introduce some definitions, valid for an arbitrary Galois extension k’ of k of finite degree. Call g the Galois group of k’ over k; let u be any place of k, and w a place of k’ lying above u. By corollary 4 of th. 4, Chap. 111-4,we can identify the Galois group lj of k; over k, with a subgroup of g by means of the restriction morphism of h into g. If v is a finite place, and k; is unramified over k,, lj is cyclic and generated by the Frobenius automorphism qpw of kh over k,; after lj has been identified with its image in g, q,,, may be regarded as an element of g; this is called the Frobenius automorphism of k’ over k at w. If w’ is another place of k’ above v, the same corollary shows that there is a k,-linear isomorphism of kk onto ki,, determined by an automorphism CJof k’ over k; then the Frobenius automorphism of k’ over k at w’ is K ’ cpwo.Clearly cp,,,is the identity if and only if v splits fully in k’. In particular, let k, k’ be algebraic number-fields; let c, r’ be their maximal orders; let pu7pk be the prime ideals, in r and in r’ respectively, corresponding to u and to w; then r/p,, r’/& are finite fields, with q =qu and q’= q: elements, respectively, and cp,,,is the automorphism of k’ over k which determines on r’/pk the automorphism x+x4. This may also be defined as the automorphism cpof k’ over k for which O. The same is true when k is of characteristic p > 1, by th. 4 of Chap. VII-6. Therefore L( 1,w) > 0. One should observe that the above proof can be extended in an obvious manner to any non-trivial character (1) of ki of tinite order, trivial on k”, by applying th. 10 of 9:10 to the cyclic extension k’ of k associated with the kernel U of o; so far as the conclusion of theorem 11 is concerned, this adds nothing new to what has already been proved by a different method in corollary 2 of th. 2, Chap. VII-5, but it supplies some important relations between the class-numbers of k and k’ and the values of the corresponding L-functions at s = 1; more generally, th. 10 of $10 shows at once that similar relations hold for all abelian extensions of k of finite degree. One should also note that, if w,, for SEC, has the samemeaning as in Chap. VII, and if one replaces o by oit o in theorem 11, one finds that L( 1+ it, o) # 0 for all t ER. COROLLARY. Let k, be an A-field places of k, such that, for almost all closure of k, in k, is not k,. Let w be on k”, such that w, is unramified at



dk



Kws)=



is absolutely convergent for than 0, when s tends to 1.



contained in k; let V be a set of finite the finite places v of k, not in V the a non-trivial character of k;, trivial all the places VE I/: Then the product



n (1 -~,(~,W-l “E”



Re(s)> 1 and tends to a finite



limit,



other



For almost all v, by th. 1 of Chap. VIII-4, k, is unramified over the closure (k,), of k, in k,, so that its modular degree over (k,), is equal to its degree over the same field. In view of this, the assumption made above about V is identical with that made in corollary 3 of th. 2, Chap. VII-5. That being so, the proof of the latter corollary can be applied here;
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when that is done, one sees that our assertion is an immediate consequence of theorem 11, combined with corollary 3 of prop. 1, Chap. VII-l. THEOREM12. Let L be an A-field, k, an A-field contained in L, and c( an automorphism of L over k,. Then there are infinitely many places w of L such that L, is unramified over the closure of k, in L, and that the Frobenius automorphism of L, over that closure induces c1on L.



Call k the subfield of L consisting of the elements of L, fixed under a; as k, c k c L, L has a finite degree d over k; by Galois theory, this implies that L is cyclic over k, its Galois group g over k being the one generated by cc For each place v of k, call u the place of k, which lies below v, and let w be any place of L above v; then the closure of k, in L, is (k,),. By th. 1 of Chap. VIII-4, there is a finite set P of places of k, containing P,, such that, when v is not in P, k, is unramified over (k,),, and L, over k,, hence also over (k,),. Call then cp the Frobenius automorphism of L, over (k&; as this generates the Galois group of L, over (k,),, it leaves no element of L, fixed except those of (k,),; therefore, if it induces c( on L, we must have kc (k,),, hence k, = (k,),, and then, in view of our definitions in 9 11, a is the Frobenius automorphism of L over k at v. Call M, the set of the places v of k, not in P, such that k,# (ko)“; for every place v of k, not in PuM,, call cpOthe Frobenius automorphism of L over k at v; call M, the set of the places v of k, not in PuM,, for which (P”=cI, and call 1/ the complement of PuM, uM, in the set of all places of k. Clearly the assertion in our theorem amounts to saying that M, is not a finite set, and M, is finite if and only if I’ has the property described in the corollary of th. 11. Assuming now that V has that property, we will derive a contradiction from this assumption. With our usual notations, call x a character of 2I attached to the cyclic extension L of k; here, of course, %!Iis the Galois group of k,, over k, and L is regarded as a subfield of k,,. Let 23 be the subgroup of ‘$I corresponding to L; then we may write g=2I/23, and the group of the characters of g consists of the characters xi for 0~ i 1. This gives: d-l



+m vcv



n=2



d-l i=O



In the right-hand side, all the coefficients in the first series are 0, since cp,# CYfor VE I/: On the other hand, q,>2 for all v, so that, for each v and for Re(s)> 1, we have n+,Cl!“Ct



tc” 4;“64;2. n=2



Therefore the second series in the right-hand side of the above formula is majorized by dxqi2, which is convergent by prop. 1 of Chap. VII-l. We have thus shown that the left-hand side remains bounded for Re(s)> 1. On the other hand, the corollary of th. 11 shows that, for 1 1, assume that J contains divisors of degree #O. Then there are infinitely many places of k in every coset of J in L,. In fact, let k’ be the “classfield” for J, as explained in 5 11; call g its Galois group over k. It has been shown in @11 that the places v of k, in a given coset of J in L,, are those places, not in P, where the Frobenius automorphism of k’ over k is a given one. Our assertion is now a special caseof theorem 12. As an illustration for theorem 12, take k, = Q, and take for L the field generated by a primitive m-th root of 1. Then our theorem says that, if a is any integer prime to m, there are infinitely many rational primes congruent to a modulo m. This is Dirichlet’s “theorem of the arithmetic progression”, and the proof given above for theorem 12 is directly modelled on Dirichlet’s original proof for his theorem. Finally, let w, k and k’ be again as in the proof of theorem 11, so that we have MS) = &c(S)Lh 4. If k is of characteristic 0, we have also, by the corollary of th. 10, § 10: Z,.(s) = nPZ,(s) A (s,w),
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where p is as explained in that corollary. Now write that the functions in these formulas satisfy the functional equations contained in theorems 3 and 4 of Chap. VII-6 and theorems 5 and 6 of Chap. VII-7. Writing that the exponential factors must be the same in the functional equations for both sides, one gets nothing new; the relation obtained in this manner is an immediate consequence of th. 9 of (j 9. Writing that the constant factors are the same on both sides, one gets JCO(~)= I, with K and b defined as in theorems 5 and 6 of Chap. VII-7. This will now be applied to a special case. Assume that we have taken for w a character of ki of order 2, trivial on k x sZ(P,), or, what amounts to the same, trivial on k” , on k,” whenever u is an infinite place, and on r-z whenever v is a finite place. According to prop. 14 of Chap. VII-7, we have then K,, = 1 for all v, hence K = 1, and the idele b is the same as the differental idele a. Therefore, for every such character o, we have o(a) = 1. Here, if k is an algebraic number-field, a may be assumed to have been chosen as in prop. 12 of Chap. VIII-4, i.e. so that id(a) is the different b ofk over Q; ifk is ofcharacteristic p> 1, we know, by the definition of a differental idele in Chap. VII-2, that c = div(a) is a divisor belonging to the canonical class. On the other hand, the conditions imposed on o amount to saying that it is trivial on k”(k~)2R(PK); therefore a is in that group. As ki/k’ C2(Pxa) may be identified with the group I(k)/P(k) of the ideal-classes of k, if k is an algebraic number-field, and with the group D(k)/P(k) of the divisorclasses of k if k is of characteristic p > 1, we have thus proved the following theorem (due to Hecke in the case of algebraic number-fields): THEOREM 13. !f k is an algebraic number-field, there is an ideal-class of k whose square is the class dejined by the difkrent qf’ k over Q. If’ k is of characteristic p> 1, there is a divisor-class of k whose square is the canonical class of k.
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P. 1: Cf. E. Witt, Hamb. Abhandl.



have been marked



by a * in the



8 (19.31) 413.



P. 27 : The analogy in the text can be pursued much further. Let K and I/ be as in definition 1; call two norms N, N’ on T/ equivalent if N’/N is constant on I/: Then the quotient of the set of all K-norms on I’ by this equivalence relation can be identified with the so-called “building” associated by F. Bruhat and J. Tits (cf. Publ. Math. IHES, no 41, 1971) with the group Aut (V), i.e. with GL(n, K) if I/= K”; this corresponds to the “Riemannian symmetric space” associated with GL(n, K) for K = R, C or H in the classical theory. An “apartment” of that building consists of the points determined by norms of the form given by proposition 3 for a fixed decomposition I/= Vi + ... + V, of I/: The “buildings” associated with the other “classical groups” over K can also be interpreted by means of norms in the spaces on which these groups operate. P. 74: The proof of theorem 4 given in the text is the one due to G. Fujisaki (J. Fat. SC. Tokyo (I) VII (19.58) 567-604). It is in this proof that the “Minkowski argument” (which appears here in the form of lemma I, Chap. 11-4) plays a decisive role, just as it did at the corresponding place in the classical theory. P. 101: For a treatment (due to C. Chevalley) of the topic of “linear compacity”, cf. Chapter II, $3 27-33, of S. Lefschetz, AIgrbruic Topology, A.M. S. 1942. In a locally linearly compact vector-space T/ over a (discretely topologized) field K, one can attach, to each linearly compact open subspace w an integer d(W) so that, if W 3 W’, d( W)-d( W’) is the dimension of W/W’ over K; this takes the place of the Haar measure in the theory of locally compact groups. P. 122: The proof given here is Tate’s (cf. J. Tate, Thesis, Princeton 1950 = Chapter XV of Cassels-Frohlich, Algebraic Number Theory, Acad. Press 1967). P. 125: The proof given here, based on lemma 7, is the classical one, due to Hadamard (Bull. Sot. Math. 24 (I 896) 199-220) with the improvements due to F. Mertens (Sitz.-ber. Ak. Wiss., Wien (Math.-nat. Kl.), 107 ( 1X98), 1429- 1434).
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P. 126: In fact, it will be seen (cf. proof of th. 11, Chap. X111-12) that, if o2 = 1, w + 1, there is a quadratic extension k’ of k such that p(k, P, co, s)=p(k’, P’, s)p(k, P, s)-’ where P’ is the set of places of k’ above P; in substance, this is equivalent to the “law of quadratic reciprocity” for k. As both factors in the righthand side have a simple pole at s= 1, this proves the assertion. That proof, however, can be replaced by a simple function-theoretic argument, as follows. Note first that, for o2 = 1, the product is a product



p1l.4 = p (k, P, to, s) p (k, P, s) of factors respectively equal to



. or to



according as j*(u) is 1 or - 1. Expanding this into a Dirichlet series, we get for p, (s) a series with coefficients in R, which diverges for s=O. By an elementary lemma, originally due to Landau (cf. e.g. E. C. Titchmarsh, T?te T∨-y of’ Function.s (2nd ed.), Oxford 1939, 3 9.2) the function defined by such a series must have a singular point on R,. On the other hand, in view of our results in $3 6-7, pi(s) would be holomorphic in the whole plane if p(k, P, o, s) was 0 at s= 1. Cf. also the remark at the end of the proof of th. 1 I, Chap. X111-12, and the Notes to p. 2X8. P. 152: The theorem expressed by formula (I 1) is due to J. Herbrand (J. de Math. (IX) 10 (1931), 481-498); hence the name we have given to “the Herbrand distribution”. P. 165: This argument is incomplete. Before applying prop. 2 to C/C’, Z, M, one should first observe that M, regarded as a (C/C’)-module, is both faithful and simple. For any ZEZ, the mapping m+;rn is an endomorphism of M as a (C/C’)-module, hence also of M as a C-module, hence of the form m+lrn with 1; for instance, it contradicts the results of Chap. XII-3 if those of Chap. II-3 are taken into account. If K is of characteristic 0, the statement is correct. P. 241: The proof of the transfer theorem given here is the one due to C. Chevalley (J. Math. Sot. Japan 3 (1951), 36-44). For another proof, cf. Appendix I in this volume. P. 256: Cf. H. Hasse, Math. Ann. 107 (1933), 731-760. P. 262: The content of proposition 8 may be expressed by saying that, in the duality between k;/(ki)n and itself defined by the Hilbert symbol (cf. prop. 7) the image of k” in that group (which is a discrete subgroup with compact factor-group) is self-dual, i.e. that it is the group “associated by duality” with itself in the sense of Chap. H-5. P. 273: Cf. C. Chevalley,



lot. cit. (in the Note to p. 241).



P. 288: Cf. above, Note to p. 126. P. 288: Of course the same argument applies &(l +it)#O for tER, t#O. As first shown by cit., Note to p. 12.5) this fact is essentially number theorem” (more precisely, the “prime



to o= I; in other words, Hadamard for k=Q (lot. equivalent to the “prime ideal theorem”) for k.



P. 291: This proof (originally arising from a suggestion by J.-P. Serre) is taken from J. V. Armitage, Invent. Math. 2 (1967), 238-246.
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The transfer theorem 1. As in .Chap. 1X-3, take an arbitrary field K and an extension K’ of K of finite degree n, contained in KS,,; write 6, 8’ for the Galois groups of Ksep over K and over K’, respectively. Call t the transfer homomorphism of 6/8’i’ into 6’/C5’(1); as explained in Chap. X11-5, this may be defined by means of any full set (0, , . . , a,} of representatives of the cosets 08’ of 8’ in 8. Let .f” be any factor-set of K’ (cf. Chap. 1X-3, def. 4). For any Q, 0, r in 8, and for 1 I i I n, we can write p gi, CO-~,z gi uniquely in the form (1)



pCri=fJjCli,



OCTi=Okpi,



,Coj=CT?/i,



with 1 @,=v({x’,



Q,,).



As in Chap. 1X-4, write II’ = e 0 @‘, where @’ is a mapping of 6’ into the interval [O, I[ on R; @’ is constant on cosets modulo Q’(i). Then
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X’ot=eo@ definition
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with @=@‘ot; if p and the a, are as in (1) this gives (by of the transfer) Q(p) = @‘(~cQ). In the formula to be proved,



both sides are defined as the classesi of certain factor-sets; one has to show that those factor-sets differ only by the coboundary of some covariant mapping z. For any p, CJin 8, define the CY~,pi as in (1) and put z(p, 0) = ON where N is the integer



It is trivial to verify that z is then a covariant property.



LEMMA B. Let x be u character ,jix all @E K’ ‘, we have 1x9 Nr,K(@)lK



mapping with the required



of’ 6, and x’ its restriction



to 6’. Then,



= ~CX’, WI,.).



The proof is similar to that of lemma A. Write ~=eo @; both sides of the formula to be proved are defined as the classes of certain factorsets; one verifies that the latter differ by the coboundary of the covariant mapping z given, for all p, g, by the formulas z(p, cr)=~(fPqN~, I



where j, k, c(~, fii are given by (1) so that the Ni are integers. 3. Now we take for K a commutative p-field. In view of the definition of the canonical morphism in Chap. X11-2, the local “transfer theorem”, i.e. theorem 6 of Chap. X11-5, is equivalent to the following statement:



THEOREM. Let K, K’ be as in theorem 8 qf’ Chapter X11-5; then, ,jbr all 1’~ X,. and all 0~ K ‘, we have (x’ o t, m, = (x’, O),, Consider the symbol q defined in Chap. X11-2; let II’ be the corresponding symbol for K’. In view of lemma A, the theorem will be proved if we show that, for any factor-class c’ of K’, we have q [v(c’)] = $(c’). By th. 1 of Chap. X11-2, we may write c’ in the form {x’, I)‘},, with an unramified character x’ of (5’ and some VEK’. Then x’ is attached to a cyclic extension K’(p) of K’ generated by a root p of 1 of order prime to y, and it is the restriction to 8’ of a suitably chosen character x of (5 attached to the cyclic unramified extension K(p) of K. Our conclusion follows now at once from lemma B, combined with th. 2 of Chap. X11-2.
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4. In order to deduce the global transfer theorem (theorem 8 of Chap. X111-9) from the local one, we first observe the following. Let notations be as in Chap. XIII-l@; let k’ be an extension of k of finite degree, contained in ksep. For any place v of k, and any place w of k’ lying above U, let 2lL be the Galois group of kk,ab over /&,, and p: the restriction morphism of 2IL, into the Galois group 21’ of kHb over k’. Call t, t, the transfer homomorphisms of 2I into !!I’ and of 21, into %L, respectively. Then we have



the product being taken over all the places w of k’ lying above v; the proof of this is easy (and purely group-theoretical) and will be left as an exercise to the reader. This being granted, the global transfer theorem is an immediate consequence of the local theorem and of the definitions.
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W-groups for local fields 1. For the formulation of Shafarevitch’s theorem and related results, it is convenient to introduce modified Galois groups, to be called W-groups, as follows. Let K be a commutative p-field; as in Chap. X11-2, let K,=K(!U);I1) be the subfield of Ksep generated over K by the set YJl of all roots of 1 of crder prime to p in Ksep. Let A be a Galois extension of K between K, and K,,,; let 8, (SO be the Galois groups of $3 over K and over K,, respectively. Let cp be the restriction to A of a Frobenius automorphism of Ksep over K. We put



and give to !IB the topology determined by a fundamental system of neighborhoods of the identity in 6, (e.g., by all open subgroups of 6,). This makes $93into a locally compact group with the maximal compact subgroup 6,; ‘%B/@J,is discrete and isomorphic to Z. With this topology, 93 will be called the W-group of si over K; it has an obvious injective morphism 6 into 6, which maps it onto a dense subgroup of 6. Call q the module of K; the Frobenius automorphism cp determines on ‘m the bijective mapping p+pV=@, and cp” determines on !IJl, for every ncZ, a bijection which we write as p+pQ with Q=q”. Then $YB may be described as consisting of those automorphisms o of A over K which determine on YJI a bijection of the form ,P+,P=~~ with Q =q”, ncZ; when cc) and Q are such, we will write lolm=Q-’ and call lo& the module of o in 2% Clearly o+Iol* is a morphism of ‘2u into R; with the compact kernel Q,, and it maps ‘YB onto the subgroup of R: generated by q. 2. If 53’ is any Galois extension of K between K, and R, and r is the Galois group of A over K, we may clearly identify the W-group of A’ over K with %323/r.On the other hand, let K’ be any finite extension of K between K and 53; let 6’ be the Galois group of 53 over K’, and ‘YB’ its W-group over K’; clearly we have !03’ = 6-l (6’). As 8’ and its cosets in Q are open in Q, 2B’ is open in 2B and has a finite index, equal to that of 8’ in 6 and to the degree of K’ over K. If K’ is a Galois extension of K, we can identify its Galois group over K with YB/YJJ as well as with @i/6’. Conversely, let !-ID be any open subgroup of ‘B3 of finite index in ‘Iu.
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Then Q, n ?EYis open in 8, and therefore belongs, in the senseof Galois theory, to some finite extension K,(c) of K,, contained in 52. Let L be a finite Galois extension of K between K(t) and R. Let q’ be in E%’and not in 8,; replacing q’ by cp’-’ if necessary, we may assume that Icp’Im=q4” with II >O. Take an integer v >@ such that 9’” induces the identity on L; call K” the compositum of L and of the unramified extension K,,, of degree nv of K in K,, and let 83” be the W-group of A over K”. Take any OEYB”; as o induces the identity on K,,, we have IwlpJ=qn”i with some iEZ. Then w(P’-“~ induces the identity on K, and on L, hence on K,(c), so that it is in YB3’.Thus 6YIY’is contained in 9B’. As we have seenthat the Galois group of K” over K may be identified with S%B/~YB”, this shows that ‘53’belongs to some field K’ between K and K”, and, more precisely, that it is the W-group of S3over K’. Thus we see that W-groups have the same formal properties as Galois groups. In particular, a cyclic extension L of K of degree n corresponds to an open subgroup ‘1u’ of ‘a3 of index n whose factor-group is cyclic and may be identified with the Galois group of Lover K, and conversely. If x is a character of Q attached to L, it determines a character x o6 of 93, also of order n; conversely, a character of YB is of the form x 06 if and only if it is of finite order. We will frequently (by abuse of notation) make no distinction between a character x of 8 and the corresponding character of 93. 3. In applying the above concepts, the field R will mostly be taken of the form Lab, where L is a finite Galois extension of K. In particular, we will always denote by W, the W-group of K,, over K. It follows at once from prop. 7 and corollary 2 of th. 3, Chap. X11-3, that the image 6(W,) of W, in the Galois group 2I of K,, over K is the same as the image a (K x ) of K x in $3 under the canonical morphism a. Consequently, there is a canonical isomorphism mK of K ’ onto W, such that a = 6 0 mK. Moreover, it follows from the same results that Itu,(O)l,,= 101, for all flEK”. Let for instance L be cyclic of degree n over K; as L is contained in K,,, it corresponds to an open subgroup r of W,, of index n, and WC may identify W,/T with the Galois group g of Lover K; every character of g may be regarded as a character of W,, trivial on lY If x is such a character of order n, i.e. if it is attached to L(in the senseof Chap. 1X-4) then, by the definition of the canonical morphisms a and tnK, x [tnK(0)], for any OEK”, is the Hasse invariant h(A)= (x, O), of the cyclic algebra A= [L/K; x, fl] over K. 4. Let K’ be any extension of K of finite degree; we assume that Ksepis contained in K;,,. Let W, 53’be Galois extensions of K and of K’, respectively, such that K, c WcH’ cKJ,,. Let $93,‘93’ be the W-groups of R over K and of $3’ over K’, respectively. Then, just as for ordinary
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Galois groups, there is a restriction morphism of 93’ into ‘Q which we again denote by p; obviously Ip(w’)l,=Iw’l,, for all w’E!B’. Such is the case, for instance, if R= Kab, si’ = K&,; it is then an immediate consequence of th. 2, Chap. XII-2 (just as in corollary 1 of that theorem) that pOIDK,=tlJ)KONK’,K. 5. On the other hand, let R, W’ be two Galois extensions of K such that K, c $3c 53’ c K,,,; let BJ), 2B’ be their W-groups over K, and let r be the Galois group of R’ over R. Then we can identify YB with $%B’/r, and the canonical morphism of YE onto ‘B3 preserves the module. Thus H is abelian over K if and only if r contains the closure of the commutatorgroup of YE. Now take any finite extension K’ of K, contained in K,,,; let R’ be any Galois extension of K between Kg, and Ksep, e.g. Ksep itself. Call Q, Q’ the W-groups of R’ over K and over K’, respectively; write Qc, Q” for the closures of their commutator-groups; as Q’ is an open subgroup of finite index of 52, we may introduce, just as in Chap. X11-5, the transfer homomorphism t of Q/L?‘ into S21/QC. As Kab, K& are respectively the maximal abelian extensions of K and of K’, contained in R’, the Galois groups of A’ over K,, and over Kg, are Qc and 52”, respectively, and we may identify W, with Q/!Z and W,. with U/Q”, so that t maps W, into W,.. Combining now the transfer theorem (cf. Chap. XII-5 and Appendix I) with our definitions for the W-groups, one sees at once that the theorem in question may be expressed by the formula



where ,j is the natural injection of K” into K’“. that t is injective and maps W, onto mDR,(K “).



Clearly



this implies
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This theorem gives the structure of the W-group of L,, over K whenever K is a commutative p-field and L a finite Galois extension of K. We begin by supplementing the results of Chapter IX with some additional observations. 1. Let assumptions and notations be as in Chap. IX, so that K is an arbitrary field, 8 the Galois group of Ksep over K, and all algebras over K are understood to be as stated in Chap. IX-I. Let A be a central simple algebra of dimension n2 over K. Let L be an extension of K of degree n, and f a K-linear isomorphism of L into A. Call I/ the vectorspace of dimension n over L, with the same underlying space as A, defined by (t,x)-+xf’(t) for (EL, XEA. For every UEA, the mapping x-ax is an endomorphism F(a) of V, F is then a representation of A into End,(V), and, by corollary 5 of prop. 3, Chap. IX-l, its L-linear extension F’ to A, is an isomorphism of A, onto End,(V). Let ZEA be such that zf(l)=f’(t)z for all MEL; then x+xz is in End,(V) and commutes with F(a) for all UEA; therefore it is in the center of End,(l’), i.e. of the form x+xf’([) with some [EL, so that z=J’(c). In other words, f’(L) is its own “commutant” in A, and J’(L”) its own centralizer in A”. Let now .f” be another embedding of L into A; let V’, F’ be to f” what v F are to f1 As noted in Chap. 1X-2, it follows from prop. 4, Chap. IX-1 that there is an isomorphism Y of I/ onto I” such that F’= Yp’FY. This means that Y is a bijection of A onto A such that Y(xf’(t))= Y(x)f”( 
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